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Preface: Change the Game

Pledge and review was invented for the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) by Japan in 1991, and it hasn’t
changed much since. It’s what happened in Kyoto, although they tried hard
to avoid the fate of each country simply pledging to do whatever it wanted
followed by unenforced reviews. It’s what happened under the Copenhagen Accord and the Cancún Agreements. And it’s what happened again in
Paris.
At least under Kyoto there was a bit of structure. Countries picked commitment levels relative to 1990. But within the European Union (EU), these
ranged from a 30% cut to a 40% increase. There was virtually no structure
in Paris; countries pledged almost anything. Now they will review it. And
then there may be more pledges and more reviews.
Elinor Ostrom, a political scientist, won the 2009 Nobel Prize in economics for her lifelong studies of common-pool dilemmas—one of which
is climate change. And her work is part of an enormous literature describing hundreds of real-world systems, thousands of laboratory experiments,
and a great deal of theory. Yet after 25 years of failure, climate negotiations stick with an approach that ignores what we know about human
cooperation.
To save the commons, the users of the commons must cooperate. That
requires trust, and trust requires a reciprocal agreement—we will if you will,
and you will if we will. For a group, especially a group of 10 or 100 countries, finding a reciprocal agreement requires simplification to a common
commitment. Finding that commitment, and finding how to strengthen
and stabilize it—that’s the job undertaken by this book. But before you
delve into that, we would like to show you a sort of magic trick.
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Negotiation design matters. We will now take a group of 10 completely selfish
individuals and show you how they cut each other’s throats in one game.
Then, changing one rule—so they make common commitments instead
of individual commitments—you will see those very same people, their
temperaments unchanged, cooperate like angels.
You and nine other cut-throat individuals (representing countries) play a
game. Each player has $10, of which each must simultaneously pledge some
part to the common pot. A referee makes sure they honor their pledges
but uses two different rules, one per game, for what it means to “honor a
pledge.” Every dollar (for CO2 abatement) placed in the pot will be doubled
(by natural climate benefits) and distributed evenly to all players. So any
dollar placed in the pot will be doubled to $2, and 20 cents will be returned
to each player.
First, in the “individual commitment” game, all pledges are independent
of those of others. So the referee makes sure each contributes exactly what
he or she pledges. This is the classic public-goods game, and the rational
strategy for the narrowly self-interested player is to contribute nothing
because this makes a player better off no matter what the others do. The
result is the famous tragedy of the commons. Cooperation does not occur,
except perhaps on the part of a few committed altruists, who correctly note
that if only everyone cooperated, everyone would be better off.
Second, consider the “common commitment” game, in which the rule is
that the referee interprets a pledge of $x to mean a player will contribute
up to $x, but only as much as the lowest pledge. As before, this involves
enforcement, but enforcement is weaker in the sense that, unlike before,
the referee will not enforce contributions greater than the lowest pledge.
This is a reciprocal agreement. It says, “I will if you will.” But it does not say
what anyone must do. Any outcome from “all contribute $0” to “all contribute $10” is possible, each is free to pledge from $0 to $10, and no one is
forced to contribute more than his or her pledge. As before, after enforcing
these common-commitment pledges (under the new rule), the money is
doubled and distributed evenly.
This changes everything. Pledging $0 will mean simply keeping your $10,
whereas pledging $10 could result in ending up with anything between $10
(if the lowest pledge is $0) and $20 (if the lowest pledge is $10), depending
on what others pledge. So, even though you are completely selfish, because
you cannot lose and could gain by pledging $10, that’s what you would do.
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So, assuming that all play in their narrow self-interest, all pledge $10, and
the group’s $100 is doubled and divided evenly, and all end up with the
maximum amount of $20.
Because the common commitment protects against free-riding, selfish behavior has been changed from “contribute nothing” to “contribute everything,” and the outcome is changed from no cooperation to full
cooperation. With the common commitment, all know that “We are in
this together.” This demonstrates a key point. We will get better outcomes
from the same players if we design better rules, even if those players do not
increase their political will or ambition at all.
Of course, there is still a long way to go before we turn these ideas into
a viable climate treaty, but there’s something refreshing about seeing that
human behavior can be changed without increasing enforcement power,
changing human nature, or increasing ambition or political will. The referee fully enforced pledges in both games, and players were just as greedy
in the second game as in the first. That the design of the negotiations can
dramatically change human behavior allows a more optimistic interpretation of the climate predicament. It says, we are not as uncooperative as we
have appeared to be for the last 25 years. The problem was just that we were
trapped in the wrong game.
A focus on cooperation. This book is about climate cooperation—what it
means, why it’s needed, and how to attain it. The first three introductory
chapters set the stage. They explain that, although COP21 in Paris formulated an ambitious global climate goal, this is only progress if the collective goal will be translated into a reciprocal, common climate commitment
(MacKay et al., chapter 2). Indeed, Paris led to an unresolved gap between
what is collectively needed and the intended national climate policies
(Cooper et al., chapter 1). Narrow self-interest, responding to domestic pollution concerns and technological miracles, will not be enough to solve the
dilemma (Parry, chapter 3), and neither will altruistic ambition. Cooperation is what is needed—and it is a feasible alternative to simply relying on
narrow self-interest or altruistic ambition: If the game is changed to involve
a reciprocal common commitment, national self-interests will be realigned
with the public good. Ambition will follow automatically.
The second part of the book includes nine chapters that each provides
different perspectives on the same theme: how the simple idea of a common commitment, illustrated by the previous example, can actually be
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Preface

turned into a viable climate treaty. A key insight of all chapters is that narrow self-interest as well as Paris’ “pledge-and-review” approach will fail as
long as it is based on individual commitments (Gollier and Tirole, chapter
10). Rather, all contributors agree that the best candidate for a common
commitment is carbon pricing. Global carbon pricing is a natural comparison standard for abatement efforts, facilitating reciprocity (Cramton
et al., chapter 12) and enforcement (Nordhaus, chapter 7); it substantially
simplifies negotiations by focusing on a single minimum price variable,
as opposed to many different quantity targets (Weitzman, chapter 8); it
is efficient and flexible with respect to national climate policies (Stiglitz,
chapter 6); it can help to make other, idiosyncratic climate policies more
effective (Edenhofer and Ockenfels, chapter 9); it substantially reduces
countries’ risks and makes it easier to take into account “differentiated
responsibilities” (e.g., because all proceeds from global carbon pricing stay
in the country) (Cramton et al., chapter 12; Dion and Laurent, chapter 11).
Overall, there is a remarkable consensus among the different contributors
to our book regarding the most fundamental role of a reciprocal common
price commitment for successful climate policy, although the contributors
come from different backgrounds, including game theory, cooperation science, economic design, political science, engineering, risk analysis, climate
negotiations, climate policy, and climate economics. That said, there are, of
course, still many controversies and details that need to be addressed along
the way. Gollier and Tirole, for instance, put forward monitoring reasons
for why they personally favor an international cap-and-trade agreement to
implement a global carbon price, whereas all others prefer a minimum price
agreement. Cooper (chapter 5), for instance, discusses the likely impossibility of negotiating a global cap-and-trade scheme because the global “caps”
would be too high and because the allocation of permits to domestic agents
would invite corruption. Cramton et al. (chapter 4) provide a survey of the
merits of global carbon pricing for negotiating international cooperation.
We emphasize that, although global carbon pricing facilitates cooperation and is an essential climate policy, it is of course not the only policy
needed to effectively address climate change. Investments in green research
are needed, too, and there is a role for some command-and-control style
regulation, such as building standards. But the lack of a common commitment on carbon pricing is the primary source of the problem, and so correcting this is what this book is about.
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A common commitment says, “We will do what is required for the common good as long as you do as well.” This type of reciprocity is almost universally what drives human cooperation. It is not new. It is ancient and has
now been well documented by the various sciences that study human cooperation. It is universally used by governments when, for example, they fund
highways or toxic waste cleanup. It is more difficult to achieve without the
strong arm of a government. Explaining how that is done is the point of
Ostrom’s and many others’ research on cooperation, and the conclusion is:
“trust and reciprocity.” Explaining how to apply this to the earth’s atmosphere is the purpose of this book.
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1 Why Paris Did Not Solve the Climate Dilemma
Richard Cooper, Peter Cramton, Ottmar Edenhofer, Christian Gollier,
Éloi Laurent, David JC MacKay, William Nordhaus, Axel Ockenfels1,
Joseph Stiglitz, Steven Stoft, Jean Tirole, and Martin L. Weitzman

Paris Formulated a Collective Goal, Yet Individual Contributions Do Not
Add Up
COP21 in Paris reconfirmed the customary global climate goal: warming
should stay “well below 2°C” and added that by 2050 the world should
no longer produce net greenhouse gas emissions. The breadth of this international consensus represents important progress, but only if the collective
goal will be translated into a common climate commitment. Paris participants tried and will continue to try hard to promote ambitious national climate policies, but so far the Paris approach neglects the free-rider problem.
National ambition comes with trust in others’ cooperation, and trust comes
with a common, reciprocal commitment. With its focus on collective goals
rather than on common commitments, the Paris agreement could inhibit
progress, if setting goals are seen as simply tantamount to success.
The Paris talks were based in part on the assumption that narrow selfishness is enough for solving climate change. As Christina Figueres put it,
“Frankly, none of them are doing it [agreeing to their pledges] to save the
planet. Let us be very clear. They’re doing it for what I think is a much
more powerful political driving force, which is for the benefit of their own
economy.”2 As a consequence, COP21 elicited individual and largely independent commitments.
However, climate change is a problem of the commons, and it likely
remains one in the foreseeable future (see next section). If each country
had its own climate, then self-interested countries would reach the climate
goal—much like self-interested countries provide education, transportation
infrastructure, parks, and other public goods. But with a shared climate,
a CO2-abating country receives only a small fraction of the benefits, yet
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incurs the full costs of its abatement. The self-interested response is to freeride. This is particularly true in a globalized economy, where the costs of
energy substantially affect economic competitiveness. Self-interested countries would let others do what is in the common interest.
Not all countries selfishly ignore the benefits of national climate policies to others. But even those that do not are unlikely to fully internalize
the external benefits, in particular when they see that their cooperation
gets exploited. This is why countries can sincerely agree with an ambitious
collective goal and at the same time only commit to mostly self-interested
individual abatement strategies, which do not add up to the collective
goal. Indeed, for example, many African countries are heavily investing in oil extraction or allowing international oil companies to explore
within their territories, Australia is predicted to be the world’s largest coal
exporter by 2020, China’s emission level will increase until around 2030
(the ongoing process of reducing China’s CO2 emission growth seems to
simply reflect what China intended to do anyway—to reduce deaths from
local air pollution), India submitted no intention to peak or decrease CO2
emissions and their coal production is predicted to double in the next
decade, and the United States is focusing on shale gas, which reduces
domestic emissions but leads to rising coal exports. Countries rationally
prefer to let others make the costly efforts needed to reach the collective
goal.
As a result, even if all Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) fully materialize, total emissions and emissions per year
will increase until 2030. According to the last IPCC report, a 2°C goal
would yield a carbon budget of 630–1180 GtCO2 (90–310 GtCO2 with a
1.5°C goal) until 2100, yet the INDCs, if fully and unconditionally implemented, would already yield emissions that sum up to approximately 815
GtCO2 until 2030. Reaching the collective goal after 2030 would then
require drastic and rapid emission reductions, including possibly the need
for massive negative emissions, making free-riding an even more attractive option. Moreover, the large amounts of already built and currently
planned coal-fired capacities seem inconsistent with many of the INDCs
in Paris’ agreement; they alone are predicted to eat up 450 GtCO2 of the
remaining budget (Edenhofer et al., 2016; Steckel et al., 2015). There is
an insurmountable gap between what is collectively needed and national
climate policies.
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Ratcheting Up or Ratcheting Down?
The lack of ambition in Paris, when it comes to individual commitments
as opposed to the collective goal, explains why negotiators established
a review process. The hope is that, as the lack of individual cooperation becomes more apparent and the technology for reducing emissions
becomes cheaper, ambition will “ratchet up.” But this hope relies on wishful thinking, not on what we know about cooperation, and not on guarantees concerning technology.
Cooperation. The strong attraction of the free-riding strategy, when there is
no common commitment, is a consistent theme across theory, field, and
experiment that has been extensively studied not only in static but also in
dynamic environments. For instance, in a typical laboratory experiment,
players contribute to the public good in the first round, which produces
a collective benefit that is distributed evenly to all. This allows players
to review the collective contribution. The contribute-and-review process
is then repeated several times. The most common outcome by far is that
some ambition is shown in the first round, but less is shown in subsequent
rounds because parties observe others acting in their narrow self-interest,
and nobody likes being taken advantage of. That is, the initial ambition, if
any, tends to vanish, and behavior tends to move toward the selfish equilibrium (Ledyard, 1995). The failed Kyoto process provides another example
of the attraction of the selfish equilibrium.
Independent climate action and positive leadership that induces others
to follow is often thought to be a source for the desired ratcheting up effect.
Unfortunately, the effect of independent action is often just the opposite:
Without a common commitment, one country’s abatement can increase
the emissions in other countries (carbon leakage), increase aggregate world
emissions, and reduce the chance of effective subsequent climate negotiations (Hoel, 1991; Sinn, 2008). However, laboratory studies find that unilateral commitment can also enhance cooperation; the effect is typically
small, in particular with heterogeneous agents (Levati, Sutter, and van der
Heijden, 2007).
Finally, theory suggests and the field work by Elinor Ostrom and
numerous experiments confirm that comparability and reliable monitoring of efforts are needed for cooperation to be stable (Bereby-Meyer, 2012;
Ostrom, 1990). Yet in the context of the intended review process after Paris,
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individual pledges and efforts are hardly comparable and differently monitored, reported, and verified.
For all these reasons, it seems likely that the review process, as long as it
is based on individual commitments only, will fail to significantly increase
ambition. Indeed, it will likely lead to a ratcheting down of cooperation.
Technology. Before Paris, there was general agreement that simply buying the
cheapest energy with no thought for global consequences was the source
of the climate problem. But the Paris agreement seems partly driven by the
reverse assumption: that the cost of clean energy sources will fall so fast that
fossil fuel use will become uneconomic—a bold assumption given that as
demand for fossil fuels declines, so too do fossil fuel prices (e.g., Covert et
al., 2016). Under this scenario, countries would be induced to give up all
fossil fuel use by 2050 simply because clean energy is the cheapest alternative. Although this optimistic scenario may be technically possible, this
seems a risky bet, especially given the rather short time horizon before the
carbon budget is eaten up and the plans in many countries to massively
expand coal-based power plants that run for decades. It would not be wise
to depend on it.
This Book: A Reciprocal, Common Commitment Is Needed
The failure of Paris to address the free-rider problem is the motivation
for this book. We will argue, from different perspectives, that to promote
cooperation and discipline free-riders, a collective goal must be translated
into a reciprocal, common commitment: an agreement to abide by rules
that specify ambitious behavior, provided others abide by the same rules
(MacKay et al., 2015). This holds for practically all cooperation problems,
from dish washing in shared apartments to international trade and disarmament, to laboratory evidence (e.g., Kosfeld et al., 2009). The commonality
of the commitment creates a shared understanding of what can be expected
from each other, so that the reciprocity principle, which can include various
forms of enforcement, can be implemented to promote cooperation and
mutual trust that one’s cooperation will not be exploited.
The best candidate for a common commitment in international climate
policy is carbon pricing. Indeed, carbon pricing is recommended by the vast
majority of economists and many policymakers as the preferred climate
policy instrument. A carbon price directly, efficiently, and transparently
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addresses the central problem of overusing the limited storage space in the
atmosphere as a free dumping ground for greenhouse gases. This has been
known for a long time. The main contribution of this book is to present
analyses and arguments which show that a common commitment to carbon pricing is also useful to promote international cooperation (see also
Cramton et al., 2016).
We hope to convince you with this book that, now that Paris has reached
a consensus about the collective goal, there is a chance—maybe the last
chance—to bring together what is needed to overcome self-interest and
initiate serious cooperation: carbon pricing and reciprocity.
Notes
1. Ockenfels thanks the German Research Foundation (DFG) for financial support
through the Research Unit “Design & Behavior” (FOR 1371).
2. http://edition.cnn.com/2015/12/01/world/cop21-amanpour-figueres/.
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4 Global Carbon Pricing
Peter Cramton, Axel Ockenfels, and Steven Stoft*

Why Is Cooperation So Important?1
Narrow Self-Interest
Do we need cooperation? The 2°C goal, or even more ambitious goals, could
be met purely due to national self-interests if technological progress is fast
enough—if the price of nonfossil energy falls quickly enough relative to the
price of fossil energy—and if countries would rationally address the domestic damage being done by greenhouse gas emissions. It has been suggested
that this will be the case, and so the only real problem is getting countries,
such as the United States, to recognize and act in their self-interest (for
a discussion of this view, see Cooper et al., chapter 1, this volume; for an
example, see Green, 2015).
Of course, it would be convenient if technology is about to allow
humankind to achieve its goals through pure self-interest. Such a technology miracle would imply that no transfers from rich to poor will be needed
(although they would still be laudable). Also, no additional round of negotiations would be necessary to ratchet up agreements. The reason is that
there is no need for agreements to get countries to do what is in their narrow self-interest. International education might be necessary, but we do
not make international agreements to provide city parks or clean drinking
water, public goods that present no international free-rider problem.
However, no one in Paris seemed to believe either of these conclusions, which would follow from the assumption of a timely technology
rescue. Indeed, no one has offered any proof of such a miracle. Actual
* Ockenfels thanks the German Research Foundation (DFG) for financial support
through the Research Unit “Design & Behavior” (FOR 1371).
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developments, plans, and behaviors suggest that there is no relief in sight,
but that we should rather expect the opposite: a continuing global “coal
renaissance” together with increasing greenhouse gas emissions (Covert et
al., 2016; Edenhofer and Ockenfels, chapter 9, this volume; Edenhofer et
al., 2016).
There are more reasons that the world’s nations will need to cooperatively take individual costly actions to achieve the greater collective
benefit that will result from meeting (or at least coming closer to) the Paris
objectives. It is true that CO2 abatement policies to address local pollution
can help mitigate global warming. But the damages from local pollution
and global warming due to CO2 emissions are additive. That is, if a country
suffers a local negative externality equivalent to $60/ton of CO2 and the
negative climate externality is $50/ton, a carbon price of $60/ton is not
optimal. Instead, only a carbon price of $110/ton would efficiently address
both externalities. So, even if all countries abate to fully address domestic
pollution, they would not sufficiently address climate change. This is independent of technological progress—unless and until self-interest takes us to
a corner solution where the negative climate externality vanishes.
In other words, narrow self-interest in local pollution issues will always
provide too little mitigation incentive by the exact amount of the negative
climate externality at every point in time. Also note that CO2 causes no local
externalities whatsoever, so local incentives are helpful only to the extent
that CO2 continues to correlate with other pollutants such as particulates
and SO2. This means that technology may gravitate toward solutions, such
as scrubbers and natural-gas substitution, which target the local pollutants
and have a limited or even at times a negative impact on CO2 mitigation.
Furthermore, history indicates that local pollution has been significantly
undermitigated, especially in the early stages of economic development.
So even in the case where narrow self-interest should be sufficient, realism
would suggest a cautious approach.
Besides climate, an additional international externality calls for cooperation on carbon abatement. In a global economy, unilateral abatement
reduces a country’s competitiveness (and, by related mechanisms, often
comes with carbon leakage effects), so that it is, in fact, not in a country’s
self-interest to fully address local pollution. Regardless of how one looks at
this: narrow self-interest is unlikely to solve the climate dilemma, although
it can certainly provide climate benefits and help with kick-starting global
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carbon pricing. In other words, self-interest can be part of the solution as
well as the central problem.
Ambition and Aligned Self-Interest
Christiana Figueres called 2014 the Year of Climate Ambition. Ten thousand UNFCCC web pages tell us that ambition is essential for a strong
agreement. The UNFCCC newsroom informs us that developed countries
are expected to lead the global drive to raise ambition. Ambition is what we
want. But how do we get it if narrow self-interest is not enough?
Elinor Ostrom, a political scientist, won the 2009 Nobel Prize in economics for a lifetime studying “common-pool resource dilemmas” (such as
global warming). She worked in the field, analyzed a thousand field studies
by others, did game-theory experiments, and developed her own theories.
She never mentions ambition. Instead, in her report on climate policy to
the World Bank (Ostrom, 2009), she says her research on collective action
identifies a “necessary central core of trust and reciprocity.”
Indeed, reciprocity is what changes self-interest. I will do X for you if you
do Y for me. It is not in your self-interest to hand $20 to your local cleaners. and it is not in their self-interest to clean your coat. But if you want
your coat cleaned and they tell you that would cost $20, then you may well
decide to change their self-interest and make them want to clean your coat.
Or perhaps that’s too much money. So you may negotiate to see whether
you can change their self-interest at a lower cost. You are good at changing
the self-interest of others.
It’s trickier for a group to change its self-interests. That requires a special
form of reciprocity, a common commitment. I will do X if all of you also do
X. (Of course, X can be a rule that takes circumstances into account in the
same way for all players.) It’s trickier still when there is no government to
organize or enforce the common commitment. But we know it’s possible.
Ostrom’s (2009) central point is that people can self-organize what she calls
“self-governance” when there is no government to do it for them.2
All disciplines dealing with human cooperation find that the reciprocity
of a common commitment—I will if you will—is the key principle underlying collective human cooperation. Ostrom goes on to note that, “Trust and
reciprocity are mutually reinforcing. A decrease in either can generate a
downward cascade leading to little or no cooperation” (Poteete et al., 2010).
In other words, insufficient reciprocity will not lead to an “upward spiral of
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ambition,”3 as is hoped for with “pledge-and-review” (the approach exercised in Paris). This is the crucial lesson for international climate policy
after Paris: ambitious aspirations mean little, and trust cannot be legislated,
but reciprocity can be designed into a treaty. If that design is effective, then
trust will follow, and then ambition.
This chapter, and this book, is about how to design a climate treaty that
builds on reciprocity.
The Paris approach omitted built-in reciprocity. So it leaves out Ostrom’s
(2009) “necessary central core.” The consequence is that the “Intended
Nationally Determined Contributions” (INDCs) submitted in Paris are far
from being ambitious enough to solve the climate dilemma, and there is
no hope that, without a reciprocal, common commitment, pledge-andreview will succeed (Cooper et al., chapter 1, this volume). This is one
conclusion for every chapter in this book. Instead of ambition, the chapters collected here focus on designs that, when put into practice, produce
reciprocity.
What Ostrom (2009) and many others find in every successful cooperative system are rules governing everyone’s contributions to, and use of, the
common resource, as well as penalties for breaking those rules. These rules
and penalties are the reciprocity mechanisms, and they build trust. Exhortation to be ambitious is helpful but not enough. Common rules and sanctions for breaking them are required in real-world settings.4
Free-Riding and Cooperation
The atmosphere is a common-pool resource, a type of public good, and so it
is susceptible to overuse. It’s a global public good. But imagine for a moment
that it was not. Imagine that the United States could only damage its own
climate and the same for other countries. What would change? We would
still need climate science. But there would be no reason for international
negotiations. There would be no reason for any other country to be upset
with US or Chinese emissions because they would not affect anyone else.
Domestic pollution and domestic climate change could be addressed fully
by narrowly self-interested countries.
So, the reason for international negotiations is the public-goods nature
of the atmosphere. The essence of a common-pool resource is that everyone
has access to the common pool, and hence all can overuse it to their own
benefit and to the detriment of others. This is the definition of free-riding.
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So the only reason that international negotiations over ambition levels are
needed, or make sense, is because of free-riding.
Deniers of Free-Riding
Sometimes we have noticed climate advocates denying the importance of
free-riding. One reason given is that climate deniers make use of the freeriding argument. But your opponent’s use of a fact does not make the fact
wrong.
Another reason for dismissing the importance of free-riders is a simple
lack of understanding. One highly placed climate policy expert has argued
that free-riding means doing little and expecting to “benefit sufficiently
from other countries’ mitigation.” The expert then pointed out that there
is currently not much action from which to benefit. In other words, if there
are few actions to free-ride on, then free riding can’t be a big problem.
This is backward. The main characteristic of the most severe free-rider
problem is that when we all try to free-ride, there is no one left to give
rides. In the most severe version of the free-rider problem, there is no
free-riding!
But this confusion runs even deeper. The destruction of trust is the most
pernicious aspect of free-riding. It causes those with no inclination to freeride to act just like free-riders. This is the insidious mechanism that causes
the unraveling of cooperation. Here’s one way that could happen.
One Bad Apple Spoils the Bunch
Consider 10 equal countries, nine of which do not want to free-ride but also
don’t want to be taken advantage of. However, one nice but poor country
(a “classic” free-rider) will not cooperate even if others do their part. Also
suppose that:
•

One country will tolerate no defecting (free-riding) countries

•

One will tolerate one defector

•

One will tolerate two defectors

•

And so on down to the most tolerant country that will tolerate eight

defectors.
What happens? Well, the classic free-rider country defects, so the zerotolerance country defects, so two have now defected, and the country that
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will only tolerate one defector defects, and so on down to complete unravelling. Although only 1 in 10 was a free-rider in the classic sense of wanting
to do nothing, disaster ensued. Also notice that, in the end, no one had
anyone to free-ride on, even though free-riding was what caused the whole
problem.
This example has only one equilibrium—no cooperation. A common
commitment by itself will not fix this version of the problem because
the poor country would not be willing to sign any commitment that
involves ambitious contributions by everyone. But a common commitment that included a green climate-fund payment to the poor country
could well work and achieve total cooperation. So reciprocity could overcome free-riding.
In other examples, everyone will cooperate if enough others cooperate.
But the world can still get stuck with no cooperation if there’s no trust
to start with. But then all it takes is a common commitment to serve as
a coordinating mechanism to shift everyone from no cooperation to full
cooperation.
Not Being a Sucker
Ostrom (2009) described another aspect of the problem in her climate
report to the World Bank. “When participants fear they are being ‘suckers’
for taking costly actions while others free ride, more substantial effort is
devoted to finding deceptive ways of appearing to reduce emissions while
not doing so.” This is what pledge-and-review will lead to. The free-rider
problem is so essential that at the start of her classic book, Governing the
Commons, she defines her “central question” as finding out “how a group
… can organize and govern themselves to obtain continuing joint benefits
when all face temptations to free-ride.”
These are not theoretical judgments. For example, as Ostrom (2009)
reported, in Törbel, Switzerland, the common-commitment rule is “no citizen can send more cows to the alp than he could feed during the winter,”
and this is still enforced by “substantial fines for any attempt by villagers to
appropriate a larger share of grazing rights.” Those two reciprocity mechanisms prevent free-riding and generate trust. There are numerous other
field studies like this.
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What the US Senate Understood
During the Kyoto negotiations, developing countries said “you go first” to
the others. The US Senate voted 95 to 0 to say, in effect, “No. You must come
along with us. You can’t free-ride.” Even if this is not what the senators were
thinking, there is a profoundly true message in that unprecedented vote.
The message is, “Make a reciprocal deal we can trust.”
Some claim the senators’ expressions of concern were a cover for baser
motives. But suppose that was true of all 95 senators. No one is more calculating and no one listens to the electorate better than professional politicians. When they calculate the same answer 95 to 0, you’d be a fool not to
listen. This is what they understood:
Americans have a powerful and abiding fear that they will be taken advantage of
in the international arena. They don’t trust “foreigners.” So do not depend on their
altruistic cooperation. They want a reciprocal deal they can trust.

That is the message of the Senate’s vote on Kyoto. That is not just what the
senators said, that is what they were betting their careers on.
In 2015, the main argument in the United States against the Iran nuclear
treaty is, “You can’t trust Iran” or any of our partners in the negotiations—
China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and Germany. Nothing has
changed. But the United States is hardly alone in this. During the 2009
Copenhagen climate negotiations, China became convinced and angry
that the United States, Europe, and other developed countries were actively
trying to turn the developing world against it.
Similar issues came up in Paris. Japan’s Paris pledge has been attacked by
the Climate Action Network, a network of more than 950 nongovernmental organizations (http://www.climatenetwork.org/fossil-of-the-day). They
claim that Japan is “using smoke and mirrors (shifting baselines) to fake
ambition.” That’s a claim of free-riding. China’s pledge is for slightly less
than what they found they needed to do to curb domestic pollution (http://
climateparis.org/china-emissions-pledge). When they announced it, they
made no claim that it was motivated by concern for the climate. This may
be free-riding or fear of it. But we are not blaming China; it’s just what one
should expect from rational players who have no good reason to trust other
players.
Those advocating national climate policies face climate-change deniers
pointing out that other countries could free-ride on our efforts. In defense,
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they tend to deny the free-rider problem and make up baseless theories,
such as Al Gore’s notion that, “If we lead, China will follow.” In the long
run, it will be far more constructive to solve the free-rider problem—the
most central problem of cooperation—rather than deny there is a problem.
Solving the free-rider problem is the heart of the solution proposed in this
volume.
The Problem and the Solution
For 20 years, almost all climate negotiators have agreed on the need for
strong climate-change mitigation. Even before Paris, there was a strong
consensus that 2°C should be the goal. But this aspiration has not been
translated into commitments and actions.
The Problem
The real problem is not the climate or the lack of climate-science knowledge, and it’s not the lack of a common aspiration or goal—Paris achieved
that. It’s not even the lack of blueprints for global action. The trouble is that
negotiations end in acrimony or hollow victory statements. Paris was not
different in that respect. So the problem is to find and fix the cause of these
negotiation failures.
A better approach to negotiation is needed, and so we have made “how
to negotiate” the focus of this book. This focus requires a distinction often
overlooked. Two things matter most to the success of a negotiation: what
outcome you aim for and how you go about getting there. Everyone knows
this, but it is easier to focus on what you want than on how to structure the
negotiations. So the “how” part is usually ignored and almost never analyzed systematically. In fact, the “how” part is so important that Weitzman
(2014, chapter 8, this volume), Cramton and Stoft (2012a, 2012b), and
Cramton et al. (chapter 12, this volume) argue it is decisive. But “what” and
“how” are interrelated, and that just adds to the tendency for the “how”
part to be forgotten.
Consider free-riding. As discussed in the previous section, an agreement
that makes free-riding attractive will break down. As Ostrom (2007, p. 201)
explains, it will “generate a downward cascade leading to little or no cooperation.” But she is not concerned with how to negotiate, so this is purely a
consideration of what works. But if negotiators see that an agreement allows
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free-riding, it is hard to negotiate a strong commitment within that framework. So the potential to free-ride—the “what” part—affects the negotiation
process—the “how” part.
This is not a general principle. A treaty that will work poorly may be easy
to negotiate because it demands little, whereas one that would solve the
problem brilliantly may be impossible to negotiate because of coordination
problems—parties can’t agree on who should play which role.
Also, an agreement must cover three separate areas—abatement, burden
sharing, and enforcement. It must get the “what” and “how” parts right in
each area. But to avoid being too ambitious, we will only briefly speak to
enforcement and leave that question mostly to Nordhaus (chapter 7, this
volume). It is important to note, however, that enforcement is not a substitute for a common commitment but rather a complement (see MacKay et
al., 2015). This leaves the two closely related areas: abatement and burden
sharing. The challenge is to find a treaty design that solves the free-rider
problem for abatement and the fair burden-sharing problem, as well as to
find a way to negotiate the two solutions that will lead to a strong treaty
and not to a deadlock or weak commitments.
The Pledge-and-Review Non-Solution
Pledge-and-review was first proposed by Japan in a memo to the UNFCCC
in 1991 and was much discussed starting in 1992. It was the model for the
Paris Agreement. Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs)
are the pledges, and these will be reviewed and, it is hoped, upgraded occasionally. These are individual commitments, not common commitments,
and so they do not address free-riding. But the situation is actually much
worse than this statement implies.
The Kyoto Protocol was based on individual commitments, too, but all
countries committed to some percentage (not a common percentage) of
emission reduction below their 1990 emissions level. These commitments
provided some hope of comparability. But the Paris pledge-and-review
commitments are quite free-form even for developed countries and entirely
free-form for developing countries. Hence, they are essentially impossible
to compare.
Being both individual and noncomparable opens the door wide to freeriding. Many countries will do their best to either lock in a free-ride or
prevent others from free-riding on them. Either strategy results in weak
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pledges. Hence, this approach will fail. For further discussion of actual
outcomes in Paris, see Cooper (chapter 5, this volume) and the references
cited therein. For a further general discussion of why individual commitments will fail to solve the climate dilemma, see Cramton et al. (chapter
12, this volume), Weitzman (chapter 8, this volume), and Gollier and Tirole
(chapter 10, this volume).
Problems with Cap-and-Trade
Global cap-and-trade is likely the oldest of the three major approaches
(global carbon pricing, pledge-and-review, global cap-and-trade), although
the early (standard) versions were not global and worked quite differently.
There are variations of global cap-and-trade, but for simplicity we will
mostly adhere to the most up-to-date one, presented by Gollier and Tirole
(chapter 10, this volume).
This approach first negotiates a global cap, Q, which is a quantity limit
on emissions. However, no country is responsible for it, and at this stage,
nothing has been decided about how to share responsibility for it. So what
looks like simplicity has likely left us in a worse negotiating predicament
than the one faced by the Kyoto negotiations. In Kyoto, countries just
signed up for whatever abatement reduction they wanted. So naturally they
reached agreement, just as they did in Paris with INDCs. However, that
would not likely work under this global cap-and-trade approach because
voluntary pledges probably would add up to more than the agreed Q. It is
easy to be ambitious for the group when choosing Q, and again it is easy to
allocate your own country a lot of permits and explain that others should
be taking fewer.
To solve this problem, it is necessary to agree on a formula for allocating
any Q that the players select. Weitzman (chapter 8, this volume) explains
why this is nearly impossible, and we examine the 20-year search for
such formulas and find that little progress has been made. Moreover,
because the formula is negotiated after Q is chosen, every country will
evaluate the formula by computing its share of Q under the formula and
judging the formula on that basis. This will make a successful negotiation
even more difficult than choosing a formula first (as was tried unsuccessfully in Kyoto).
There are many reasons that agreeing on a formula is difficult. There is no
agreeable focal point for a “fair” allocation of Q to all countries. Moreover,
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with this mechanism, assuming that the global Q is actually credible, there
is no built-in reciprocity that might help to discipline countries: the “I
will do more if you do more” principle is not applicable because in the
constant-sum-game that is being played when allocating a fixed Q to many
countries, “I will actually do less if you do more.” The best strategy in this
kind of game, even when players would in principle be willing to reciprocate others’ cooperation, is to be competitive (Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000).
This makes it impossible to build trust. Of course, this in turn implies that
no ambitious global Q can be made credible.
In addition, we will find that a strong global cap-and-trade would cause
enormous trading risks. Concern over such risks will make negotiating a
strong treaty even more difficult as poor countries seek large permit allocations for protection. In short, the chances of negotiating a global cap-andtrade agreement appear to have been receding for 20 years, and if a strong
agreement were ever implemented, it seems likely to unravel due to unfair
realized outcomes of trading risks.
The Solution: A Global Carbon Price Commitment
A global carbon price commitment evolved from the idea of a global carbon
tax and (to our knowledge) was first published by Cooper (2008) and then
Stoft (2008). One key feature in these publications was the idea that countries could commit to a minimum price and then meet that commitment
with either standard cap-and-trade or fossil-fuel taxes. Compared with a
uniform global tax on carbon, this allows tremendous flexibility, which is
clearly necessary for political reasons.
When fleshed out, the proposal can be seen to be quite similar to
global cap-and-trade but with quantities replaced by prices, as is shown in
table 4.1.
Table 4.1
Comparing Global Commitments: Cap-and-Trade versus Carbon Pricing
Global
Commitment

Target

Missed Target?
Buy or Sell:

Allowed National
Policies

Quantity cap, Q

Qi = ?

Emission credits

Everything

Price, P

Pi = P

Pricing credits

Cap, tax, or
similar
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Notice that no rule for allocating global target Q to country i is provided.
This missing part of the specification is one of the main criticisms of global
cap-and-trade. Also notice that global cap-and-trade allows any national (or
regional or local) abatement policy, and hence it does not require the pricing of carbon emissions, whereas global pricing provides a great deal, but
not complete, flexibility and does require carbon pricing.
Besides flexibility, there is a need for burden sharing. This would appear
to be crucial for any effective global climate agreement. Hence, the defining
features of global carbon pricing can be summarized as follows:
1.

Negotiate green-climate-fund payments, Gi = some formula, for each
country i.

2.

Negotiate a global price-floor, P (t), to be flexibly met by each country.
The price path, P (t), is the “common responsibility” of all countries,

whereas climate-fund payments, Gi, are their “differentiated responsibilities” under the UNFCCC. It is essential that P be a common commitment
to solve the free-rider problem with trust and reciprocity as described by
Ostrom. However, P could be a flexible commitment, provided all countries
are granted the same flexibility. For example, if a country’s price is too low
in one year, then it could be allowed to buy pricing credits5 from another
country that has overperformed. Also note that P (t) should be adjusted
every five years or so as ambitions increase.
Price is defined flexibly within a country as total carbon revenues divided
by total emissions. Carbon revenues include the market price of freely allocated cap-and-trade permits because these credits price carbon just as effectively as a tax. Because price is defined in terms of carbon revenue, tax rates
on fossil fuels can vary from fuel to fuel and between customer classes.
It is important to negotiate the green climate fund first because the results
determine what common price countries will accept. If the climate fund is
meager, then poor countries will demand a low carbon price, whereas if it is
too generous, rich countries will attempt to stymie the price negotiations.
Consequently, we propose that the generosity of the green fund be determined with only one goal in mind—to maximize the global carbon price.
To do this, it must satisfy both rich and poor reasonably well so that the
second phase, price negotiations, will succeed. To arrive at such a fair compromise, we suggest that the generosity of the climate fund be decided by
a group of countries that are midway between donors and recipients. These
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countries will care most about the success of the climate policy and worry
least about their climate fund payments, either into or from the fund.
Summary
This completes the sketch of the solution—the path to a strong and negotiable climate treaty. First, a common climate-fund formula is negotiated,
guided by the goal of achieving the strongest possible climate commitment.
This means it must be seen as reasonably fair by rich and poor alike. Then
a common price commitment is negotiated, which prevents free-riding.6
A Simple Treaty to Change Self-Interest
When it is not kept in check, free-riding produces the tragedy of the commons. The Kyoto negotiations hoped to keep it in check with a uniform
requirement (X%) for emission reduction. The search for a commonly
acceptable X failed, but the idea of a common X was based on good intuition. So failure led to a nearly permanent loss of the intuition that a
common commitment is needed. Global carbon pricing searches along a
different path and finds the common commitment that eluded the Kyoto
negotiators. This section explains the basic idea of that common commitment and how it defeats free-riding.
Few doubt that self-interest is a powerful force, and few believe we can
redirect it to solve the tragedy of the commons that now controls climate
change. This pessimism is a bit surprising considering that Elinor Ostrom’s
work (and the work of many others) focuses on explaining how communities, many of them poor, have been doing this for centuries. In this section,
we sketch a simple climate treaty that demonstrates the basic principles of
promoting cooperation. It begins with an independent-commitment game
among 10 purely self-interested countries and argues that they would be
trapped as expected by the tragedy of the commons. We then change one
rule in the negotiation game and nothing else. The result is that, although
the 10 selfish countries remain as selfish as ever, they cooperate perfectly.
The new rule is a common price commitment.
A Simple Global Climate Model7
First, we need a simple model of the climate-policy world. Imagine that the
world has 10 identical countries. If you weight countries by their size (so
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the little ones don’t count much), the average-size country has about onetenth of the world’s population. This turns out to be a good first model to
use to find out how countries might cooperate or free-ride on each other’s
efforts.
Suppose that a ton of emissions does $50 of climate damage to the
whole world but only $5 of damage to each country. So the world is better off if it stops emissions worth less (in nonclimate benefits) than $50/
ton, and an individual country is better off stopping emissions worth less
than $5/ton.
A carbon price of $50/ton will stop emissions that cause a net loss to the
world, but a single selfish country will only want to price its carbon at $5/
ton in order to allow local projects worth $6/ton. These bring it a net benefit of $1 but do $45 of damage to the rest of the world. Remember that the
tax itself does not cost the country anything, it just shifts money around.
(From here on we will often drop the per-ton units.)
Two Climate Treaties
Enforcement Can these 10 countries negotiate a strong treaty? The
answer is “yes, if there is enforcement.” So assume there will be enforcement but only of voluntary agreements. We won’t force anyone to comply
with an agreement they don’t like. Imagine that if one country reneges, this
enforcement will be carried out by the other nine countries (perhaps with
trade sanctions). So if you voluntarily sign a deal to cut emissions by 20%,
it will be enforced. But if you don’t like the treaty, you can just not sign it,
and then nothing will be enforced. That’s pretty mild enforcement—saving
face might even be a strong enough motive to accomplish this. For simplicity, we assume that all countries are selfish.
An Individual-Commitment Treaty In the spirit of the 2015 Paris conference, all countries could agree to the following Individualistic treaty:
Individualistic Treaty: Each country will pledge to implement a carbon
price of its choosing.
Of course, this will be enforced as discussed earlier. There would be long
negotiations and discussions first, but nothing would be known for sure
until the written pledges are opened simultaneously on the deadline.
Selfish countries would set a carbon price no lower than $5 because that
would allow emissions that directly caused them more climate damage
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than the non-climate benefit they would gain. But self-interest will hold
them down to that level.
So individual pledges made simultaneously will lead to a complete lack
of cooperation. It takes reciprocity to prevent this outcome—and that’s
missing with the individualistic treaty.
Outcome: All countries would pledge $5; that is, no country would cooperate to address climate change—the same outcome as if there were no
negotiations.
A Common-Commitment Treaty Suppose instead that the 10 countries
ask their treaty-design team to invent a treaty and a way to negotiate it.
The team reports back: Every country should pledge their “conditional
price” with the understanding that they will only implement that price
if all others pledge that much. Otherwise they will implement the lowest
conditional price pledged by any country. With this treaty design, once the
pledges are in, the lowest pledge becomes the common global price commitment. This will be enforced for all countries because all have voluntarily
agreed to that particular price—the lowest “conditional price” that was
pledged. So, as before, any country can pledge zero without any penalty,
so it can fully defect.
Treaty: Every country agrees to price carbon at the lowest price pledged by
any country.
With this treaty, all countries will pledge to price at $50, so that the
global carbon price is at its optimum. First, we check that any other outcome would make all countries worse off. Suppose the lowest price is
lower, say $40. Then companies in all countries would emit carbon that
only had a $41 benefit to them ($1 more than the tax they pay). But with
identical countries, all would do this, and again with 10 countries each
emitting 1 ton, the damage is $50 per country, but they only get $41 in
local benefit from burning the fossil fuel. All the countries would lose.
Similarly, if the lowest price is higher than $50, say $60, then this would
stop them from all using a ton of fossil fuel that had a $59 local benefit.
But such a project is good because, with 10 of these there is only $50 of
climate damage per country, and they all gain a net benefit by $9 (a $59
local benefit and $50 climate cost). So a $50 carbon price is as high as
anyone would want.
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To see why everyone pledges $50, observe that one’s pledge can only be
relevant for the outcome if one has submitted the lowest price among all
players. So if your pledge was lowest and it was less than $50, then it would
benefit everyone (including you) to raise it. If your pledge was lowest and
above $50, then it would benefit everyone to lower it. Just in case your
pledge is the controlling minimum pledge, you will want to pledge $50,
which is optimal for all.
Outcome: All countries would pledge $50, and that would be the global
price of carbon—all countries would fully cooperate to optimally address
climate change.
Conclusion
In a simple world with identical, completely selfish countries, and with
enforcement of voluntary commitments, we can change the negotiation
game and thereby change selfish behavior—even though the intention
remains selfish. This can be done by introducing a common commitment
into the negotiations. This changes the outcome from no cooperation to
full cooperation. Note that the results in this section are robust: They hold
when players are completely selfish as well as under weaker assumptions
about players’ motivations (e.g., even if most players are conditional cooperators and would be willing to match others’ average contributions, there
would be a complete lack of cooperation with an individualistic treaty as
long as at least one player is at least “to some extent” selfish) (see Bolton
and Ockenfels, 2000, for a more formal treatment). Note, however, that
both a common commitment and some enforcement are required. After
discussing some practicalities and fairness, we will return and discuss how
to make this simple story more realistic.
Does Global Cap-and-Trade Price Carbon?
For economists, the central goal of global cap-and-trade, as well as standard, local cap-and-trade, has been economic efficiency—its ability to get
the job done much more cheaply than traditional command-and-control
approaches. It does this by (supposedly) putting a “uniform price” on carbon emissions. Standard cap-and-trade actually does do this—by requiring
emitters to have emission permits.
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But global cap-and-trade, which works like the Kyoto Protocol, will fail
to achieve the central objective of cap-and-trade for the same reason that
Kyoto did—emitters are not required to have permits for their emissions or
to price carbon at all. Here we explain this essential flaw in global cap-andtrade and how a global carbon price commitment would avoid this.
Why Price Carbon?
Until recently, emitting carbon (by which we mean emitting CO2 from
fossil-fuel or certain other easy-to-track greenhouse gasses) has generally
been free. Disposing of carbon into the atmosphere, unlike taking your
garbage to the dump, had a price of zero. But carbon emissions turned out
to have a cost, which is increasing as the concentration of atmospheric
carbon increases.
As with any good, when the price is too low, it is overused. However,
burning carbon produces valuable services, and the damage from disposal
may be only $30 or $40 per ton at present. Certainly, no one would suggest
we immediately stop driving, heating, and using electricity. We must admit
there is a tradeoff. Economics shows that if carbon is correctly priced and
we are rational, we will make that tradeoff perfectly. The net benefit (value
minus damage) will be maximized. The result won’t actually be perfect, but
to a reasonable approximation, it will maximize net benefit—carbon benefits minus climate damages.
Price Matters In 1972 and 1973, US CO2 emissions rose by 4.6% and 4.2%,
respectively. In October 1973, the Arabs declared an oil embargo, and oil
prices rose sharply. In 1974 and 1975, CO2 emissions declined by 3.5% and
4.2%, respectively. As figure 4.1 shows, at the end of 12 years—which is
when the Saudis stopped propping up oil prices and took back their market
share, emissions were down not up. Doubters claim this was caused by the
introduction of nuclear power, but if all those plants had emitted as much
CO2 as coal plants, then emissions would have been only 9% higher and
still would have been down not up from 1973 levels. In fact, even in this
fictitious (no nuclear) scenario, they would have been down about 37%
relative to a trend line based on GDP. Note also that the decline was not at
all caused by a decline in GDP.
Prices work in an uncountable number of ways. For example, US refrigerators were made more efficient. But this was the direct result of work by the
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Oil price impact on US CO2 emissions

brilliant particle physicist Art Rosenfeld, who explained, “I was prompted
by the 1973 Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) oil
embargo to switch to improving energy end-use efficiency, particularly in
buildings.” That was after he realized “why we in the United States used
so much energy; oil and gas were as cheap as dirt or water, and so they
were treated like dirt or water.” Art Rosenfeld’s brilliant work on energy
efficiency was a direct result of higher carbon prices.
Of course prices also change individual consumer decisions, but it is
important to remember their impact on politics, how cars are advertised,
regulatory hearings, and the environmental movement. The impact is
enormous, and most of it is long run so it is not immediately apparent.
Why Carbon Charges Are Cheap It is cheap to price carbon. For simplicity, think of a $100 billion per year carbon tax. How much does that cost
the country? The tax itself costs nothing. The money collected is not lost
to the country and can either be returned directly to its citizens or used
in place of some other tax—as a “tax swap.” As long as revenues are not
returned in proportion to the tax collected, the carbon charge will still do
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its job. For example, if a gasoline tax collects $500 per person on average,
and everyone is given a refund of $500 regardless of their gasoline usage,
every dollar of tax saved by buying less gasoline will be kept, and the incentive to use less is unaffected.
A direct and complete refund is the best way to prove the carbon charge
costs nothing. It is also fair because it is equivalent to saying each person
has an equal right to the atmosphere, and those who use more should have
to buy extra rights from those who use less and not just take the rights for
free (usually from the poor). Nonetheless, a tax swap will likely be politically more popular, and a swap also demonstrates that the tax itself is free
(but only in the short run).
There is, however, an indirect and nearly invisible cost to pricing carbon.
No matter how it is done or what is done with the revenues, pricing carbon
will cause reduced emissions—abatement, and abatement is costly. It will
cost somewhere between nothing and the price of carbon because there is
no use in paying more—it’s better to just pay the charge. So the standard
formula for that cost is P ×A/2, where P is the carbon price and A is the
amount abated. If a $30 price reduces emissions from 1 billion tons to 0.8
billion, then 0.8 billion × $30 = $24 billion will be collected in revenue.
However, because abatement is only 0.2 billion, the cost of abatement will
be only $30 × 0.2/2 = $3 billion, eight times less than the carbon revenues
collected (and recycled).
So to summarize, the carbon charge itself costs nothing. It just causes
money to change hands. In contrast, the induced abatement does have a
cost. However, people will be quite creative in figuring out how to minimize this cost and will consider far more possibilities than regulators possibly can. This is what makes carbon pricing much cheaper than regulatory
subsidies (see Edenhofer and Ockenfels, chapter 9, this volume) for a similar argument regarding the German “Energiewende”).
A uniform global carbon price is certainly not a full solution to the climate problem, but it is by far the broadest, simplest, and most efficient
(cheapest) partial solution. So it should be high, perhaps even highest, on
the list of important policies to implement. This is the well-known, traditional economic argument for pricing carbon.
A New Reason to Price Carbon The point of this section is that global
cap-and-trade fails at its mission—pricing carbon emissions. But we don’t
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want to give the impression that that is the only mission of global carbon
pricing. The broken climate negotiations suggest an arguably more important reason to price carbon. As we just saw, free-riding and the fear of it
have prevented the world from taking meaningful action to limit climate
damage. To overcome this problem, we need a common commitment. As it
turns out, global carbon pricing makes an ideal common commitment, and
nothing else seems to work. So this is the new and probably most important
reason to price carbon. We will return to this topic later.8
How Can We Price Carbon Emissions?
There are two well-known ways that governments can price carbon emissions: cap-and-trade and taxing fossil fuel. Although both of these could be
operated as a global policy, it would require complex international institutions that presently seem quite improbable. Cap-and-trade would require
that all emitters in all countries trade permits in one unified market. The
European Union (EU) emissions trading scheme (ETS) is such a policy, but it
only covers half of emissions and only exists because the EU has a government, which the world does not. A global tax would require that all fossil
fuels be taxed at the same rate. This seems nearly as impossible as global
cap-and-trade.
Consequently, it is far more realistic to consider simple global commitments instead of complex global policies. Global cap-and-trade only means
committing to a set of country-specific permit allocations and to restricting emission to permits. A global price commitment only means national
commitments to a global price. In both cases, countries would choose from
such policies as domestic cap-and-trade, the EU ETS, various fossil fuel
taxes, and other pricing policies. None of these policies would be governed
from the top.
The Kyoto Protocol is a model for global cap-and-trade. It covers a
broader territory than the EU, and so the Protocol has no corresponding
government. A similar protocol could potentially support a global cap-andtrade treaty. But the Kyoto Protocol is a form of cap-and-trade that does not
price carbon emissions, and neither would global cap-and-trade. We explain
this next.
Global Cap-and-Trade The Kyoto Protocol implements a small version of
global cap-and-trade, but it does not implement anything like the EU ETS,
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California’s cap-and-trade, or Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) in
the eastern United States. All these markets require emitters to own carbon
permits. They all price carbon emissions. The Kyoto Protocol does not.
Under the Kyoto Protocol, governments, not emitters, must own all the
carbon permits for their whole country even if the government were to emit
nothing. This creates a disconnection. Kyoto’s international carbon permits are called Assigned Amount Units (AAUs). If the AAU market worked
(which it does not) and priced AAUs at, say, $30/ton, then that would not
mean that any emitter would be charged $30 for a ton of carbon emissions.
The government must curb emissions, but it can do that however it pleases.
It is not required to price carbon. Of course it is allowed to price carbon, and
it might do so. But if the EU ETS is any guide, it will not price carbon emissions at the price of international carbon permits—the AAU price.
Suppose a government has 1.2 billion AAUs and its country is emitting
only 1 billion tons of carbon. It can sell its 0.2 billion AAUs at the global
market price of, say, $30/ton, and it doesn’t need to cut back on its emissions at all. Therefore, it has absolutely no need to price carbon. So why is
there an almost universal pretense that global cap-and-trade would price all
carbon emissions at a uniform AAU price?
In effect, the following is the economic story behind this pretense. The
government will freely choose to tax carbon usage at $30 per ton (the AAU
price). It’s a clever tax because it will cause the country to emit less than 1
billion tons, and this will free up more permits, say 0.1 billion more, to sell
to other countries. Now the government can sell a total of 0.3 billion permits on the international market for $9 billion instead of selling 0.2 billion
permits for $6 billion.
It’s a nice theory. But for the government, there is a cost. It must
impose a potentially unpopular carbon tax (or permit requirement) that
collects $30 times 0.9 billion tons, or $27 billion domestically. Some will
ask, why? Especially when the country has more than enough permits to
start with.
It didn’t work like the economists’ theory predicted under the Kyoto Protocol. Russia and other East-European countries didn’t do that. The same
theory says that all of Europe would have done this, but no country did.
The EU did implement the ETS, and some countries did impose a carbon
tax, but not for this reason. Mainly, they chose to subsidize solar and efficiency measures, causing “implicit carbon prices” to range from 0 to 1,000 €
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or even more, instead of being uniform (Gollier and Tirole, chapter 10, this
volume). In other words, in a major real-world test of global cap-and-trade,
it did not price carbon emissions—it did not come even remotely close to
accomplishing its central purpose.
A Global Carbon-Price Commitment A global carbon price commitment is
a commitment made by countries to price their domestic carbon emissions,
on average, at least as high as the agreed-on global carbon price. Like global
cap-and-trade, a global carbon price commitment does not specify national
policies. It would allow the EU ETS or fossil taxes, or a combination (as
actually exists), and various other policies. But unlike global cap-and-trade,
a global carbon price commitment will not count pure command-and-control policies. This does not mean countries cannot continue such policies.
A global carbon price commitment simply ignores them.
In fact, command-and-control policies could even continue to be part
of a separate international pledge-and-review system. Hopefully, the most
wasteful of these policies would die out, and the beneficial, well-designed
ones that plug holes in the carbon-pricing approach would be retained.
(Later we will see that the climate fund used with a global carbon price
commitment can provide incentives for good, nonprice policies.) A global
carbon price commitment would also prominently raise the question of
how much it is really costing a country to abate carbon. This will expose the
wastefulness of some policies, and we believe this will strongly encourage
greater efficiency through the use of price-based approaches.
A strict version of a global carbon price commitment would allow only
true carbon pricing, such as cap-and-trade, fossil taxes, and bonus-malus
(AKA feebate) pricing schemes. But at the start, it will be best, for political reasons, to count renewable energy subsidies as well. These would be
credited only for carbon abated and not for the money spent on subsidies.
An estimate would be made of the carbon price the country would have
needed to abate as much without the renewable subsidies. It would then be
credited with that carbon price.
So a global carbon price commitment, although not interfering with
command-and-control measures, would actively encourage countries to
engage in the efficient carbon pricing to meet their commitments. At first it
would likely allow borderline pricing policies (like the renewable subsidies
just mentioned), but eventually a global carbon price commitment would
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become far more efficient than global cap-and-trade is likely to be. But even
then, a carbon price commitment will be tremendously flexible. Different
emissions from different fuels and different polluters can be priced differently. Automobile efficiency can be subject to highly effective bonus-malus
pricing to address consumer myopia. Of course countries can use cap-andtrade or even join regional or global cap-and-trade networks. Also price
credits could be traded and banked from one year to the next.
Although this flexibility will not lead to a completely uniform price
by any means, it should lead to a much more uniform cost of abatement
(implicit price) than global cap-and-trade, and it would make sense to put
some restriction on the nonuniformity of carbon prices used to meet the
global price commitment.
Figure 4.2 illustrates both the similarities and differences between the two
approaches. Both allow all possible climate polices, but global carbon pricing will not count pure command-and-control policies toward the global
commitment, whereas global cap-and-trade will. Instead, carbon pricing
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Pricing of carbon emissions
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will accommodate parallel pledge-and-review commitments, whereas global
cap-and-trade will not. At least for a while at the beginning, policies such as
subsidies for renewables would have their abatements counted toward pricing. In these ways, global carbon pricing will shift the policy mix away from
command-and-control and toward pricing carbon emissions (although it
will provide some incentive through climate-fund rules for good nonprice
policies).
The end result will be that global cap-and-trade will do little, if anything,
to price carbon emissions, whereas global carbon pricing will do much to
shift national policies in this direction by only giving credit for true carbon
pricing or for a price-equivalent value of measured abatement.
Fairness
Perhaps the toughest problem for international negotiations is burden sharing. Who will bear the cost of stopping further atmospheric damage? The
essence of the problem would seem to be fairness, a subject notoriously
susceptible to bias. But the only focal point for fairness is to divide rights to
the atmosphere equally among the entire human population.
This proposal might be as fair as possible for a simple rule, but there are
two decisive arguments against making use of it. First, it will continue to
be blocked by a large number of claims for alternative “fair” ways to share
the burden. Second, it would surely be blocked by many richer countries.
Because this approach is decisively blocked, we suggest considering a
focal principle that is not based directly on fairness but that would nonetheless contain checks and incentives that would pull it substantially toward a
fair solution. This principle can be stated as follows.
Burden-sharing principle: The costs of improving the climate should be
assigned in such a way that the climate is most improved.
This is not such a new idea. It has been long employed by Frankel (1998)
in his quest for an effective common-commitment formula for the allocation of free carbon-emission permits. It has also been used by Cramton and
Stoft (2010, 2012a,b) in their green climate-fund design for a number of
years.
This principle has advantages, some important. First, its only built-in
bias is toward countries that will be harmed most by climate change—
because its goal is to maximize climate benefits. In principle, this could be
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problematic. But in reality, there are stronger opposing biases, such as one
caused by free-riding on future generations.
Second, the principle provides concrete guidance on how to negotiate
equity transfers. In the next section, we use this principle to help allocate
payments into and from the climate fund.
A More Realistic Treaty Design
We have now demonstrated how a common commitment to a carbon price
could lead to cooperation in a highly simplified world. That involves a commitment to the lowest pledge submitted, which works perfectly, although it
sounds like a weak approach. From here on we will refer to it as consensus
voting because the lowest pledge is also the highest pledge that could elicit
a consensus (100%) in its favor. This section introduces the two toughest
problems facing climate negotiators:
1.

Low motivation

2.

Fairness questions
For various reasons, some countries may want to do much less than oth-

ers; hence, they might vote for a carbon price as low as zero. As a result,
consensus voting is ruled out as an effective negotiation tool. Second, some
countries will need help with the costs of abatement, so a climate fund will
need to be included in negotiations.
Preventing Too Low a Price
The first problem, low motivation, arises for several reasons. First, poor
countries may heavily discount the future because they are so concerned
with the present. Second, some northern countries may be somewhat
ambivalent about being warmer. Also, countries that export oil may want
the carbon price to be zero because a higher price suppresses the demand
for oil and reduces their profits.
Because some countries may want too low a price, the minimum-price
rule of the previous section would produce an unacceptably low carbonprice commitment if applied to all countries. To fix this, we must limit
voting rights by excluding, in some way, the lowest votes from the determination of the global price. This can be done by forming a “coalition of
the willing,” which is essentially the same as the idea of a Climate Club
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suggested by Nordhaus (chapter 7, this volume, and 2015). Such a coalition could be formed through informal negotiation or a formal voting
procedure.
Although it is easy to think of a procedure, such as forming the coalition
from countries that vote for the highest global price, there are subtle incentive problems with many of these, so an informal procedure may be best. It
is clear, however, that if the coalition has some power to reward those who
cooperate with its pricing policy or punish those who do not, it will be easier to form a large coalition that agrees on a high price. In fact, enforcement
is recommended by Nordhaus (chapter 7, this volume), Stiglitz (chapter 6,
this volume), and Gollier and Tirole (chapter 10, this volume).
Fortunately, enforcement may be less necessary than is predicted by
standard economics. Ostrom (1990) finds that “the fines assessed in these
[common-pool governance] settings are surprisingly low. Rarely are they
more than a small fraction of the monetary value that could be obtained
by breaking the rules.”
In any case, we will postpone the discussion of enforcement until the
next section and simply assume here that we can form a coalition that
excludes uncooperative countries. Within this coalition, we can use consensus voting to select the highest global price that is acceptable to all.
A Green Climate Fund
The problem of burden sharing has been the most divisive and was
addressed by the UN’s famous phrase in its Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992), stating that countries have “common but
differentiated responsibilities.” The interpretation of this phrase has been
most contentious. A global carbon-price commitment resolves this tension
by making carbon pricing the common responsibility of all countries. Differentiated responsibilities are then handled by differing contributions to
and receipts from a green climate fund.
Carbon prices should not be differentiated for two reasons.9 First, this
wastes money. More important, as demonstrated in the prior example
agreement, if coalition members commit to an enforceable common price,
this eliminates free-riding at least within the coalition. This simplifies
the negotiation and greatly strengthens the outcome. Because fixing the
20-year-old negotiation impasse is our primary objective, it’s best not to
undo the progress we’ve made so far.
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So differentiation of responsibilities should be accomplished with a climate fund and not by differentiating prices. This poses the obvious problem of how much each country should contribute or receive, which could
be as complex a problem (although smaller according to Weitzman, chapter
8, this volume) as deciding carbon permit allocations under global cap-andtrade. But just as that problem is solved by replacing individual commitments with a common commitment, so can the climate-fund problem be
solved with a common-commitment formula.
The most obvious climate-fund formula was invented independently by
both cap-and-trade and carbon-pricing proponents and can be found in
Stoft (2008, 2010), Cramton et al. (2010, 2012a,b) and Gollier and Tirole
(chapter 10, this volume). Admittedly, it is too simple, but it is quite instructive and demonstrates most of the good properties that could be approximated with a more realistic formula. The formula is10:
Payment into the climate fund by country i, Gi = g × Xi × P, (1), where g is
the generosity parameter, Xi is the excess emissions of country i, and P is
the global price.
Excess emissions are defined as emissions above what would occur if the
country had the global-average per capita emissions rate. Negative values of
Gi (resulting from below average per-capita emissions) indicate a payment
from the climate fund. Because there is a high correlation between emissions per capita and income per capita, this formula transfers funds from
rich to poor countries. However, a realistic formula would need to be a bit
more complicated to compensate for various anomalies.
The climate-fund formula has one primary effect and three beneficial
side effects:
•

Primary effect: because of g, the formula makes successful negotiations

possible.
1.

It provides an incentive for poor countries to vote for a higher level
of P.

2.

It provides every country with an extra incentive to reduce emissions.

3.

It can be used as a friendly enforcement mechanism for compliance
with P.

The primary effect of the formula is to simplify the n-dimensional
problem of negotiating payments for n countries into a one-dimensional
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problem of negotiating g, the overall generosity of payments from rich to
poor. Although this is essential, the side effects are also surprisingly beneficial and important.
The first side effect, an incentive to vote for a higher P, is most essential.
As already noted, poor countries will tend to favor a low value for P. The
climate-fund formula overcomes this problem because poor countries see
that if the price is doubled, their climate-fund payments will double. This
gives them an incentive to pledge and lobby for a higher carbon price, P.
The second beneficial side effect, an additional incentive to abate, happens automatically because any additional abatement reduces a country’s
excess emissions. So a country with high emissions would pay less and one
with low emissions would receive more. The third benefit is activated by
making a rule that the climate fund is paid only to countries that are in
compliance with the global carbon price. This also makes rich countries
feel like they are “getting something for their money,” which makes these
payments more palatable. However, requiring contributions from developed countries still makes them less likely to participate, but techniques
described next, for maximizing the coalition’s chosen price, should still
help produce the strongest possible price agreement.
How the Carbon Price and the Climate Fund Interact
We have now specified a two-phase negotiation process that works as
follows:
1.

Negotiate climate-fund generosity g (payment = g × Xi × P).

2.

Negotiate a “Climate Club” price P for a “coalition of the willing.”
Breaking the negotiation in half, as this does, is enormously benefi-

cial. Otherwise, when countries attempt to reduce their own burden, they
unintentionally destroy the climate ambition of the treaty. This happens
under cap-and-trade negotiations, where individual-country permit allocations add up to the total cap. As an additional benefit, these two negotiation phases also interact beneficially. These are the two complementary
interactions:
1.

The climate-fund negotiation over g is used to improve P.

2.

Subsequent negotiation over P makes the g -outcome acceptable.
First, note that negotiating g does not require unanimous agreement

because countries can protect themselves in phase 2. To understand
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interaction 1, note that if too high a level of g is selected, then rich countries will pledge a low P to hold down their payments into the climate fund
(see equation 1). Similarly, if too low a level of g is selected, poor countries
will pledge a low P to avoid the abatement costs that come with higher values of P. So with either extremely high or low values of g (generosity), one
group or the other will opt for a low global price.
If either rich or poor pledge too low a price, then the global carbon price
will be too low. So, with a coalition of rich and poor, both extremes of g
must be avoided so that neither group will pledge too low. So by setting g
at the right intermediate value, the highest possible price will be agreed on.
This is in keeping with the burden-sharing principle suggested earlier.
Consequently, it is best if g is determined by countries that do not have
a conflict of interest regarding climate-fund payments. These will be countries that have near-zero excess emissions and hence participate little in the
climate fund. Such countries will be inclined to focus on getting a successful climate treaty with a high carbon price.
The second interaction guarantees that countries in the coalition of the
willing will find both their climate-fund obligation and the global price
acceptable. If they did not, then they would have pledged a lower value
of P and that value would have become the coalition’s agreed-on value.
In the extreme, this could lead to a price of zero and no climate-fund payments, but for two reasons this should not happen. First, the coalition will
be selected to contain cooperative countries. Second, offering the protection of the second interaction will make those selecting g especially careful
to select a reasonable value. The result should be that few countries feel
they need protection from the chosen g. So they will be willing to vote for
a high global price in phase 2 of the negotiations.
Conclusion
We have considered two factors that tend to weaken a climate treaty: low
motivation and fairness questions. Our strategy has been to avoid disrupting the common price commitment that serves to solve the free-rider problem. To maintain this common price, we have separated the “willing” from
the unwilling and handled “differentiated responsibilities” with a climate
fund.
To simplify climate-fund negotiations, we suggest using a formula. To
make this easier to negotiate, we allow countries to opt out of a climate-fund
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formula they perceive as unfair by not joining the coalition, although
there will eventually be some penalties for opting out. This also motivates
construction of a fair formula so that few will opt out.
Why Price Negotiations Work Better Than Quantity Negotiations Compare this process with negotiating a Kyoto-style treaty. Such a treaty allocates quantities, Qi, of free carbon permits to participating countries. These
quantities serve double duty. The total of all Qi determines world carbon
emissions, and individual Qis determine wealth transfers to each country. If
your Qi is higher by one ton, then you will be richer by the price of a ton of
carbon. So every country will be paid handsomely to negotiate as high a Qi
as possible, which means every country is paid to do all they can to increase
global carbon emissions.
Price negotiations eliminate this incentive to obtain a free ride from the
negotiations. Some will see this flexibility and accommodation as a weakness and will want to enforce the “scientifically correct” commitment. This
view is backward. A heavy-handed approach will only produce conflict or,
at best, a treaty that quickly unravels. The source of this weakness is the
lack of a global government. Given this weakness, procedures that reduce
risk and eliminate adverse free-riding incentives will produce the strongest
possible sustainable treaty.
Climate Clubs, Enforcement, and Reciprocity
Some say enforcement is the key to cooperation. This is half true, but we’ve
already seen that enforcing independent commitments does not produce
cooperation. Think of a road speed limit. If we independently set our own
speed limits, then there would not be much use enforcing them. But if the
limit applies to all, we have good reason to choose a moderate limit, and
then enforcement is necessary and effective.
Fortunately, there are gentle types of enforcement, such as “internal
enforcement” discussed next, social pressure, and rewards for poor countries that comply with the common commitment. These will be particularly useful at the beginning. Nordhaus (chapter 7, this volume) discusses
Climate Clubs (coalitions) and a strong style of enforcement but makes
little mention of a common commitment. However, as he explains, he still
considers a common price commitment essential.
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No other chapters in this volume focus on clubs, but several of them
agree (and none disagree) that some enforcement, probably trade sanctions,
will eventually be necessary. This section shows why Climate Clubs and
carbon price commitments are just two different views of the same carbonpricing-with-enforcement policy, although Nordhaus (chapter 7, this volume) advocates stronger enforcement than some of the other authors.
Internal Enforcement
Scott Barrett (1994) discusses self-enforcing international environmental
agreements, and the first type he discusses uses what Nordhaus (chapter 7,
this volume) refers to as “internal enforcement.” This enforcement is particularly gentle. To understand it, suppose the world consists of countries
that are identical except for their size. This means that if one country is
half the size of the other, then the larger country will experience twice the
climate damage; if it abates the same amount per capita, then it will incur
twice the abatement cost. Now suppose that the world has the following
cost and benefit functions:
C = c A2 and B = b A (3),
where A is global abatement, C is the cost of global abatement, B is global
benefit from reduced climate damage, and lowercase c and b are fixed
parameters. These assumptions are typical and are the ones used by Nordhaus (chapter 7, this volume).
In this world, a single country acting on its own will realize that its
own abatement will improve the climate and bring it some climate benefit.
However, most of the benefit of its efforts will accrue to others. As it turns
out, if a country is one-tenth the size of the world, then it will abate only
1/10 of what would be optimal, and it will do this by setting a carbon price
1/10 as high as it should. Of course the analogous rule holds for any other
size country.
A Coalition of Two Equal Countries In a world with these cost and benefit formulas, would two identical countries be better off if they formed a
coalition and made a common (enforceable) commitment? They will realize that a higher price would make more sense than when they acted alone
because if they raise their joint price, then they will benefit from their own
extra abatement and the same extra abatement from the other country.
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As mathematics confirms, they will be better off together, even though
they spend more on abatement. Neither will want to leave and have their
small coalition fall apart. We will call this “internal enforcement” because
it only depends on the externalities driving the agreement and not on some
“external” threat, such as trade sanctions.
The Coalition Size Limit for Internal Enforcement Sticking with our simple model, if a large country and a tiny country try to form a coalition, then
the large country will already have a fairly high price, but the tiny country
would have a low price. In an equal-price coalition, that means the little
country would have to work much harder than it would selfishly choose
to on its own. Of course this extra effort would benefit the large country
much more than the small one. So tiny countries will not want to form or
stay in coalitions with large countries. They will prefer to free-ride on the
large country.
As it turns out, if the small country is bigger than half the size of the
large country, then it will benefit from joining in a coalition, but if it is
smaller, it will lose. Similarly, if three identical countries form a coalition,
each will view itself as just half as big as the other two put together and will
be indifferent about being in the coalition. Hence, three identical countries
make a coalition that is just on the brink of falling apart.
If the three countries differ in size at all, then the smallest will want to
leave and free-ride on a coalition of the other two. This is what Nordhaus
(chapter 7, this volume) terms the “small-coalition paradox.” It shows that
internal enforcement is not strong enough to realistically hold more than
two countries together, which is an argument for common commitments
with external enforcement.
A Real-World Coalition
Fortunately, the real world may be more cooperative than the world of
standard economic models. As noted previously, Ostrom (1990) found
that penalties holding together successful public-goods arrangements were
generally much weaker than what could be gained by cheating. There is
now much evidence that weak and strong reciprocal interactions stabilize
more cooperation than is generally predicted by standard economics that
assumes static interaction. Let us consider just one possible outcome of this
type that could be quite useful for getting started.
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If the EU can continue to act as a single country, then the world will
have three large countries: China, the United States and the EU, accounting
for about half of all emissions. Together these might be a good nucleus for
a Climate Club. China, being the largest, would have a positive incentive
to stay in the coalition, and the EU would (according to the “small coalition paradox”) prefer to leave and free-ride on China and the United States.
However, reciprocity, together with face saving and public pressure for good
behavior, may push Europe into such a coalition. So internal enforcement,
although not as strong as we need it to be, just might be strong enough to
stabilize a coalition covering half of all emissions.
External Enforcement
Although Nordhaus (chapter 7, this volume) discusses internal enforcement, his Climate Clubs all rely on external enforcement. In particular,
he favors trade sanctions that are simple yet powerful. These would be
employed by Club members against those outside the club. Although some
World Trade Organization (WTO) policies would need to be changed, he
advocates placing a tariff of something like 5% on all goods sold by nonmembers to those in the Climate Club.
This approach is certainly logical in that failing to price carbon is a much
larger problem than is indicated by the relatively small amount of carbon
embodied in a country’s exports. However, we would not like to depend
on this legally complex approach to get started, and we do not believe this
is necessary. Later, when climate measures need to be stricter and climate
problems are more obvious, this approach may be needed and may be
possible.
In the meantime, as was mentioned previously, a substantial climate
fund can be made use of as external enforcement, and it would likely be
far more acceptable to developing countries. As noted, it would pay climate funds only to countries that meet the common price commitment.
Also “internal enforcement,” discussed earlier, will help stabilize the initial
coalition.
Reciprocity and Enforcement
Trust and reciprocity are essential to (and what Ostrom (2009) calls the
“necessary central core”) of successful collective action. Broadly speaking, positive reciprocity means responding kindly to kind actions, whereas
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negative reciprocity means responding unkindly to unkind actions. Both
responses can act as enforcement.
Economics distinguishes two fundamental types of reciprocity: weak
and strong. (Both can be positive or negative.) Strong reciprocity refers
to actions that are similar to altruism, in that they do not serve narrow
self-interest and often serve the common good. Weak reciprocity (more
common) is motivated by narrow self-interest to gain better treatment by
others. This is, of course, the point of any deliberate system of enforcement.
Having explained this, we will discuss them all together and call any combination of them simply “reciprocity.”
We have suggested several ways of including reciprocity in the design:
1.

Coalition members only commit to a price as high as others.

2.

Poor countries that join the coalition will be rewarded.

3.

If a county does not join the coalition, then it could be subject to trade
sanctions.
This approach to treaty design should not be surprising because all dis-

ciplines dealing with human cooperation find that reciprocity is the key
principle underlying cooperation. It is the most robust pattern of cooperation seen in laboratory, field, and theoretical studies of free-rider situations,
and it is consistently found to stabilize higher cooperation levels. This has
been thoroughly explained by scholars across all disciplines dealing with
human cooperation (Bowles and Gintis, 2013; Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991;
Kraft-Todd et al., 2015; and Ostrom, 1990, among many others). Without
reciprocity, a public goods dilemma such as climate change will result in
the tragedy of the commons.
Group Reciprocity Requires a Common Commitment
With only two parties, it is quite common for reciprocity to be
asymmetrical—I will fix your sink if you pay me $100. With three parties,
it becomes difficult. You may suggest I will do x if Alice does y and Charlie
does z. But Charlie may think he should do less and Alice more, which
would be OK with Alice if you did more too. So the negotiation quickly
becomes more complex as the number of parties increases.
Under pledge-and-review, every pledge will be of a different type, and all
will need to compare the others’ pledges to their own. But in reality, they
will not find that worthwhile and will just focus on their own contribution.
So there will be little, if any, reciprocity.
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The complexity of many individual commitments makes effective reciprocity impossible without a common commitment. This could, in theory,
take many forms, but none based on emissions quantities has been found to
garner even modestly broad support. However, supporters of cap-and-trade
and carbon pricing both agree that carbon prices around the world should
be equal. That is the entire point of the “trade” in cap-and-trade, and that is
all that is needed for a common price commitment—every country should
commit to the same price.
Conclusion
Reciprocity is the key to cooperation, and enforcement is a form of reciprocity. To utilize reciprocity in a group, a common commitment is required.
As previously suggested, this will need to take the form of a global carbon
price. Simply agreeing to this common commitment is a form of reciprocity: “I will implement the global price if you will, and I won’t if you won’t.”
Trade sanctions and climate-fund payments are negative and positive forms
of reciprocity that can stabilize and enlarge a Climate Club or a coalition
of the willing.
One reason that negotiating a global carbon price strongly facilitates
a common agreement is that a uniform price is efficient and fair and thus
a salient focal point for the negotiation. A focal point greatly reduces the
complexity of multiparty and multi-issue negotiations and thus enables
successful coordination and cooperation (Schelling, 1960). There is no
salient focal point when negotiating global cap-and-trade.
However, many other actions, such as tech transfer or support in
various international forums, could be used informally to help stabilize
and strengthen a climate treaty. The real message of this section is that all
countries should stop thinking in terms of altruistic climate aid and think
instead about reciprocal actions of many kinds to encourage and stabilize a
strong climate commitment. But none of these will work well until we have
a global treaty based on common commitments. This is the most fundamental message shared by all experts contributing to this book.
The Enormous Risk of Trading
We turn now to one of the most serious but rarely mentioned problems
of global cap-and-trade. So far, all workable forms of global cap-and-trade
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require long-term allocations of permits to countries, so these must be
based on long-term estimates of future business-as-usual emissions. When
these estimates prove wrong, countries can find themselves with surprising windfall gains and losses, which have nothing to do with good climate policy.
Global cap-and-trade needs international trading of carbon permits
for two reasons. First, some countries need to be given extra permits to
sell as a way of reducing their burden. Second, some countries can abate
more cheaply, so countries where abatement is costlier can (and should)
take advantage of this efficiency gain by buying permits from them. This is
equivalent to one country paying another to abate on its behalf.
Sometimes we may want to place no burden on a country by giving
them all the permits we think they will need. However, by accident, we may
give them too few permits, which could force them to spend a lot of money
buying permits from foreign countries (or abating excessively, which would
cost them even more). We call such trading “prediction-error” trading.
To understand the following example of prediction-error trading, it is
useful to first understand two concepts: business-as-usual emissions and
business-as-usual targets. Business-as-usual emissions are simply the emissions that would occur without a climate policy. Suppose this is one gigaton per year of emissions. In that case, a business-as-usual target gives the
country one gigaton of free carbon permits per year. This means that it can
ignore this climate policy and continue to emit one gigaton per year with
no consequences because it has enough permits. But if it’s smart, it will realize that it can find some cheap ways to abate more carbon; by taking these
opportunities, it will find it has leftover permits, which it can sell to other
countries at a profit. In this way, giving a country a business-as-usual target
keeps it safe—it can do nothing and have no cost, and it also gives it an
opportunity to abate and make some profit selling permits.
Frankel on the Safety of Business-as-Usual Targets
Jeffrey Frankel served on the US President’s Council of Economic advisors
during the Kyoto negotiations. In July 1998, he wrote, “Let us consider a
plan under which developing countries commit to their ‘business-as-usual’
emission paths in 2008-2012.” He considered that a bit more generous than
was likely because, at that time, cap-and-trade advocates were favoring
stricter targets than business as usual.
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Then he wrote about countries such as China: “The first thing you
should notice is that this system is not going to hurt you.” He explained
exactly what we explained earlier about a business-as-usual target. However, his explanation and ours both apply to targets that actually do
match business-as-usual emissions, and this is not what his claim of “not
going to hurt you” applies to. He was talking about setting a target in
1998 for the Kyoto compliance period of 2008–2012, which is what the
Kyoto treaty did. So there is no reason to believe there actually would be
a perfect match between the so-called business-as-usual target (the allocations of free permits) and the actual future business-as-usual emissions of
various countries.
China Comes Up 29 Billion Permits Short
Because Frankel mentions China in this discussion, let us look at how
China might have fared. The US Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) 1999 International Energy Outlook predicted that China’s CO2 emissions in the target
years would total 7.5 billion tons. In reality, they turned out to be 36.6 billion tons. So China would have been short 29.1 billion permits. At a permit
price of $30/ton, China would have had to spend $874 billion buying permits, mostly from developed countries, had it not cut emissions.
Of course they would have found some emission that could be cut more
cheaply than buying permits, so that might have brought the bill down to,
say, $600 billion, but then again trying to buy an unexpected 20 billion
permits from the market might well have sent the price up above $30/ton.
In any case, the Chinese might have taken issue with Frankel’s assurance
that “this system is not going to hurt you,” especially when they realized
their rich trading partners would be selling them permits at the marginal
cost of abatement, which is always higher than the average cost. Hence,
rich countries would have profited from China’s bad luck, quite possibly by
more than $100 billion.
Frankel Proposed a Fix and Then Dropped It
To be fair, a few pages after estimating that, “If China were to join, it would
capture almost $4 billion a year” in gains from trade,11 Frankel does issue a
warning: “One problem is the uncertainty of the business-as-usual path. It
is difficult to forecast ten years ahead what a country’s emissions would be
in the absence of policy change.”
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He then suggests, “I have a possible response to this problem. It is a suggestion to index the emissions target, to such variables as GDP in the year
2007.” This would have helped, but the GDP prediction for 2007 from back
in 1999 was only 26% short of the mark, whereas the CO2 prediction was
80% too low. This correction technique, although helpful, would only have
eliminated roughly one-third of the problem.
Frankel also suggested, in 1998, that the business-as-usual path could
be determined by “objective experts,” which would seem to correspond to
the DOE forecast used previously. In 2014, when describing his most recent
formulas for determining future free permit allocations for a global capand-trade system, he suggests, business-as-usual “is defined as the path …
countries would experience in the absence of an international agreement,
preferably as determined by experts’ projections” (italics added). So 16 years
later, he has settled on the method (experts’ projections) that produced the
29-billion-ton underestimate of the business-as-usual target, as still the best
estimation method he can come up with. The point is not to fault Frankel
but rather to indicate that the problem of setting even roughly accurate
business-as-usual targets appears unsolvable.
Comparing Global Price versus Global Cap Commitments
Suppose that China had agreed to a global carbon price commitment
instead of global cap-and-trade in 1999. Let us add some detail that,
although speculative, is in no way implausible. Rather it consists of exactly
the sort of assumptions the Chinese should have made, and perhaps did
make, when determining whether to accept the type of “binding commitment” they were being asked for. Suppose, to make comparison simple, that
the expected carbon price under either global cap-and-trade or a comparable
global carbon price commitment would have been $30/ton. Further assume
that, given the surprising increase in China’s business-as-usual emissions,
the global carbon price under cap-and-trade would have risen to $45/ton
and a $30 carbon price would cause 20% abatement and a $45 price would
cause a 30% abatement.
Under either system—a cap or a price—there would be abatement costs,
which are reasonably and traditionally calculated with the following costof-abatement formula: C = P × A/2, where P is the carbon price and A is the
abatement.
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With this formula, we calculate the cost of abatement as $247 billion
under cap-and-trade and $110 billion under carbon price commitment.
The cost is less under a price commitment because the price cannot rise,
whereas under a cap the surprise emission shock pushes it up to $45
billion. But there would still be 25.6 gigatons of unabated emissions
under cap-and-trade, only 7.5 of which China would have permits for. So
it would have had to buy permits for 18.1 billion tons of emissions at $45/
ton, for a cost of $817 billion, and a total cost under global cap-and-trade
of $1.1 trillion.
But remember, some abatement cost ($22 billion) would have been
expected under either system if the 1999 emission prediction had been
accurate. Under cap-and-trade, the permits for the abated tons could have
been sold at a profit of $44 billion. The net gain (trading cost minus abatement cost under cap-and-trade) would have been $22 billion if everything
had turned out as expected.
The net unexpected cost under a carbon price commitment would have
been $110 – $22 = $88 billion (unexpected minus expected abatement
costs). The final result is that the unexpected cost to China would have
been more than 12 times greater under global cap-and-trade than under a
matching global carbon price commitment, and it would have been more
than $1 trillion greater.
It should also be noted that, although the unexpected cost of $88 billion
(over five years) is still fairly large under a global carbon price commitment,
this cost would have gone mainly toward cleaning up their coal industry
and solving a major internal pollution problem. The $817 billion spent on
purchasing carbon permits from, say, the United States and EU would have
caused unimaginable domestic political recriminations had it been carried
out. These costs are illustrated in figure 4.3.
In figure 4.2, areas represent costs, and the sloped line represents the
demand-curve for carbon emissions. The higher the price of carbon, the
lower the emission level. The rectangle shows the cost to China of purchasing permits after doing extra abatement due to the unexpected $45/ton
cost of permits. China’s unexpected abatement cost is the combined area
of the two trapezoids. The smaller trapezoid (on the right) is the cost of
unexpected abatement under a fixed global carbon price of $30. The area
of the triangle represents the cost of abatement that was expected under
either system due to a $30 carbon price and the DOE-predicted level of
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emission. (The triangle has the right area but has been moved and reshaped
from where its area was calculated—at the DOE prediction.) From China’s
perspective, abatement costs in the two trapezoidal areas have considerable
benefit and, hence, low net cost. The trading costs under cap-and-trade are
far larger, have no benefit, and carry a considerable political liability.
Conclusion
The previous example was not cherry picked. It was chosen by a leading
advocate of global cap-and-trade, who simply was uncertain of what the
future would bring. It should be noted that this is not the only surprising
change in business-as-usual emissions we have witnessed. There was also
the collapse of the Soviet Bloc and the Fukushima disaster, among others.
Global cap-and-trade is designed so that it turns such unexpected shocks
into huge windfall gains or losses, which will inevitably destroy any treaty
with an effective carbon price based on this approach.
Almost all comparisons of global capping and pricing made by capping
advocates have used what is called a “certainty equivalent” model. This
ignores all prediction errors as if being right on average was the same as
being right all the time. Yet two of the most serious problems with global
cap-and-trade are due to price and business-as-usual uncertainty. Both of
these are rendered invisible by certainty-equivalent models.
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In the case of business-as-usual uncertainty, it seems likely that, as Cooper (chapter 5, this volume) explains, developing countries will want caps
that assume a business-as-usual CO2 growth rate something like China’s
because that might happen, and they do not want to be seen as projecting
anything less than stellar growth. (Even one US candidate for president was
recently projecting 6% annual growth for four years if elected.) They also
do not want to risk having to buy billions of dollars’ worth of carbon permits from rich or rival countries. Accepting permit allocations that accommodate such hopes and fears will result in a global cap that is far too high
to have any significant effect on the climate.
Does Cap-and-Trade Have a Record of Success?
Two systems claim to achieve a fairly uniform carbon price: global capand-trade and global carbon pricing. We have already made several comparisons, but one misconception still needs to be addressed. Has global
cap-and-trade already been widely implemented and found to work quite
well? If so, what is the point of analyzing its shortcomings?
The Kyoto Protocol is global cap-and-trade. It allocates international
emissions permits (AAUs) and sets up a system for trading them. The argument for trying this was largely that standard cap-and-trade had been tried
in the United States, and it worked well. In fact, it did work well for curbing
sulfur emissions, but that argument is without merit. Global cap-and-trade
and standard cap-and-trade are fundamentally different.
1.

Standard cap-and-trade is run by a government, whereas global
cap-and-trade is not.

2.

Standard cap-and-trade can subsidize participants with somewhat
hidden transfers, whereas global cap-and-trade transfers are far more
transparent.

3.

Standard cap-and-trade prices carbon emissions, whereas global capand-trade does not.

The only track record for global cap-and-trade is the dismal record of the
Kyoto Protocol.
There’s No Government
Under standard cap-and-trade, the government sets and enforces the cap.
Under the Kyoto Protocol, because there is no global government, no one
even talked about what the cap would be, and no one enforced it. The cap
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was determined indirectly, not by the Protocol, but by the sum of the AAUs
eventually allocated to those who ratified the treaty. This is like having the
coal-fired power plants discuss among themselves but decide individually
how many sulfur emission permits each would get.
Profits from Permits, but Not for Countries
It is often claimed that global cap-and-trade will be good for hiding
compensating transfers to polluters (Gollier and Tirole, chapter 10, this
volume). This is true but could be misleading because these systems hide
some of their transfers in a way that simply will not work under global
cap-and-trade.
Standard cap-and-trade causes companies to raise their prices (due to
the “opportunity cost” of not selling the permits, which we will not explain
here). The result is that standard cap-and-trade can actually increase the
profits of polluters without any money passing from the government to
the polluters. This will not work for international financial transfers, however. Poor countries cannot profit by raising prices on their own citizens. As
Gollier and Tirole (chapter 10, this volume) point out,
To be certain, the transfers made under national cap-and-trade programs are different in their economic and political nature from international payments for international permits.
… transfers associated with an allocation of free permits are not that hard to
compute and one would imagine that politicians (privately or publicly) opposed
to an ambitious climate change agreement would quickly publicize the numbers (if
unfavorable to the country) so as to turn their domestic public opinion against the
agreement.

In fact, under the Kyoto Protocol, AAU trading became so controversial that
Japan had to publicly deny purchasing AAUs from countries previously in
the Soviet Bloc (Cramton et al., chapter 12, this volume). The argument
that standard (domestic) cap-and-trade demonstrates that global cap-andtrade can hide international transfers from the rich countries and their
citizens while making them transparent to the poor countries and their
citizens is questionable.
Global Cap-and-Trade Will Not Price Carbon Emissions
Previously, we showed that global cap-and-trade does not require countries
to price emissions. In reality, under Kyoto, the AAU market was so illiquid
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and secretive that there was no “market price,” and the price of few transactions was known. This did not result in any carbon pricing policies at all.
The main Kyoto Protocol compliance policies were subsidies and requirements for wind, solar, and energy efficiency. These do not put a price on
emissions even though the implicit cost of saving carbon ranged as high
as 800 euros per ton (Gollier and Tirole, chapter 10, this volume). Global
cap-and-trade is unlikely to cause much pricing of carbon emissions, unlike
standard cap-and-trade, which requires the pricing of carbon emissions.
Why Global Cap-and-Trade Negotiations Cannot Succeed
The most decisive flaw in global cap-and-trade is that a strong treaty could
never be negotiated, and if it could be, it would unravel. The three main
parts to this argument are:
1.

Trading risk would unravel a strong global cap-and-trade treaty
•

2.

Explained later
Free-style permit negotiations would likely end in deadlock

•

3.

Even cap-and-trade advocates agree with this
No common-commitment formula can be found to replace freestyle
negotiations

•

A 20-year search has come up empty handed

Note that we cannot rule out a weak global cap-and-trade agreement—one
that has too little impact on the climate to warrant attention. However, we
ignore this possibility because it is essentially useless, and instead we focus
exclusively on the problems of strong global cap-and-trade agreements.
The Risks of Prediction-Error Trading
Earlier we discussed prediction-error trading risk in detail and concluded
that unexpected shocks to business-as-usual emissions would lead to defections. This point is not necessary for the present argument because we will
argue next that a strong treaty could not even be negotiated. However,
this risk is reason enough not to embark on such an adventure. The cost
in time (decades) and effort to put such a system into place should not be
squandered on one that would have disintegrated in just 10 years had it
been built 15 years ago.
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We also argued that the knowledge of such individual country
risks would drive the developing countries (and likely others) to demand
larger allocations of carbon permits than they will likely need just to protect against risk (see Cooper, chapter 5, this volume). This factor, in addition to the ones we are coming to, will weaken any global cap-and-trade
treaty.
Why Freestyle Negotiations End in Deadlock
As explained by Gollier and Tirole (chapter 10, this volume):
Free-style negotiations among n countries are exceedingly complex and are very
likely to lead to a deadlock … [concerning] the allocation of free permits among
countries under cap-and-trade.12

The extreme complexity they mention is only half the reason that deadlock
is inevitable, but it is still decisive. Such complexity is obvious from the
dozen or so different variables that Kyoto negotiators attempted to account
for when they tried to invent formulas for allocating permits (Depledge,
2000). Many factors were ignored—for example, access to renewable
resources.
But Weitzman (2014, chapter 8, this volume) and Cramton et al. (2010,
2012a,b) emphasize a different problem with freestyle negotiations—freeriding. With freestyle negotiation of permit allocations, ever country’s selfinterest is to gain more free permits. This dramatically weakens freestyle
commitments. As noted, the risks of prediction-error trading will make
countries even more aggressive in their demands for free permits.
On top of the free-riding problem of freestyle negotiations, we have the
extreme complexity noted by Gollier and Tirole (chapter 10, this volume),
which includes the mixing of climate policy with burden sharing. This
makes it that much easier to find excuses to hide behind when free-riding.
But none of these effects leads directly to a deadlock. Instead, they
only seem to lead to weak national commitments, Qi. Because the sum
of all such commitments is the global cap Q, there will be a high (weak)
global cap.
But Gollier and Tirole (chapter 10, this volume) make the first step in
their negotiation process the selection of Q, the global cap, and assert that
this should be consistent with a 2°C limit. Because the outcome of this
first step in the negotiation does not commit any country to do anything
in particular, all will want to show their “ambition” by agreeing to a tight
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cap, probably consistent with the 2°C limit, as has been the case with some
previous aspirational agreements, including COP21’s Paris agreement.
But with a 2°C cap locked in place, the weak individual-country commitments, which sum to a weak global cap, can now be seen to lead to deadlock. Deciding the global cap by two completely different processes, one
that leads to unchecked optimistic aspirations and one that leads to nearly
unchecked self-serving caution, will never produce consistent results.
Hence, deadlock is inevitable.
Why a Common-Commitment Formula Fails for Quantities
As just seen, a freestyle negotiation leads to deadlock, but we have argued
that a common-commitment simplifies negotiations and solves the freerider problem. So why doesn’t this work for a quantity-based treaty? We
first noted that a 20-year search for a common quantity commitment has
turned up no satisfactory proposal. This history of failure is no accident.
The root of the problem is the nature of the quantity approach. Every
allocation of free permits plays two contradictory rolls. Permits are money
with which to solve the burden-sharing problem, and collectively permits
must curb emissions. In “theory,” they could do both at once, but that
requires the allocation of permits by a fair world government with perfect
foresight.
Kyoto’s Formulas The Kyoto negotiations first tried a simple rule—equal
percentage reductions from 1990 emissions levels. When that failed, they
went on to try nine more-complex rules (chapter 12, this volume; Depledge,
2000). But all of these failed as well, and countries were left to choose their
own commitments—a freestyle negotiation indeed.
Frankel’s Formula After Kyoto, it was obvious that no acceptable allocation rule was in sight, and including the developing countries would make
finding an acceptable rule far more difficult. It was also obvious from
the US Senate’s 95 to 0 vote that, without the developing countries, the
United States would not join. Understanding this, Jeffrey Frankel (1998)
took up the challenge and worked on politically acceptable allocation formulas. These evolved over the next 16 years and are quite sophisticated
(Bosetti and Frankel, 2014). They specify free permit allocations in terms
of several parameters, including business as usual emissions, emissions in
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(lnTargett –1nBAUt) = c – g (lnIPCt ) + b (ln emissionst – lnBAUt) – bl (ln emissionst
– ln emissionst – ln emissions1990)
(1)
(lnTarget t+1 –1nBAUt+1) = c – g (IPCt ) + b (1nBAUt+1 – ln emissions1990)
(2)
Figure 4.4
The Bosetti–Frankel cap-and-trade, common-commitment formulas

1990, and, for the initial-year formula, emissions in the year the country
signs the cap-and-trade agreement. So far, there does not seem to be much
interest in these formulas, which may not be as transparent as required for
acceptability.
Stiglitz (2006a, 2006b) argued that it would be impossible to find a formula for free permits that the world could come close to agreeing on, and
Weitzman (chapter 8, this volume) has taken a similar position. History
seems to be confirming these judgments.
Conclusion
The Kyoto negotiators knew they needed a common-commitment formula
and invented 10 of them. They could not agree on any. After Kyoto, it
became clear the problem would become far more difficult because developing countries would need to be included. Realizing this, Frankel began
proposing formulas in 1998 that covered all countries. There has not been
much interest in these perhaps because of their complexity, and after 16
years there seems to be less interest than ever.
The possibility that an easily agreed-on common-commitment formula
for global cap-and-trade will someday be discovered cannot be ruled out
with certainty. However, it seems that after 20 years of failure and a general
loss of interest, it is time to take global cap-and-trade off the table.
Problems with Global Carbon Pricing
Although a global carbon price commitment is a more direct and simple
approach to carbon pricing than is global cap-and-trade, a strong enough
version of a carbon price commitment will still be difficult to implement.
But difficult is better than impossible. Here we examine the points that may
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need the most attention from negotiators and researchers. The key problem
areas are enforcement and climate-fund transfers.
Enforcement
There are always two parts to enforcement: monitoring and incentives. To
enforce, you must find out whether the party is in compliance. That’s monitoring. To get them to comply, there must be an incentive. The incentive
can be a carrot for compliance or a stick for lack of compliance.
Incentives The incentive problem is much the same for any climate commitment. There are social-pressure incentives and there are financial incentives. It is not clear whether the former will be strong enough, and it is not
clear that the latter can be implemented. This is equally true of global capand-trade or a global carbon price commitment. But one thing is certain: in
either case, the problem is much worse without a common commitment.
As we argued earlier, such a commitment is almost certainly impossible for
global cap-and-trade.
In fact, without a common commitment, strong enforcement is counterproductive. If you think you don’t want to drive faster than 70 mph,
then you might commit to that individually out of a spirit of cooperation
with weak enforcement, but with strong enforcement, say a $10,000 fine,
you will certainly not commit to anything under 90 mph, “just in case.”
Although enforcement may be hard to arrange, at least with a global carbon
price commitment, it is of some use and not counterproductive.
Monitoring The primary challenge for monitoring price is the possibility
that a government will cook its books with regard to revenues collected
from carbon charges. For most countries, this should not be a problem
because they will either provide reasonably reliable public data (most of the
Annex I countries under the Kyoto Protocol) or they will be poor countries
receiving some climate-fund assistance that can be withdrawn if they do
not fully open their books.
For the problematic countries, and there may be a couple of large ones,
there are three recourses. First, if they do not open their books to careful
auditing, they could be deemed noncompliant regardless of claims concerning carbon revenues. Second, four international organizations—the World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the International Energy Agency,
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and the WTO—already conduct similar audits. In fact, such audits would
be needed to monitor global cap-and-trade with regard to carbon pricing
of exports—one of the most difficult segments of society to monitor. Of
course, whichever organization performs this function will need additional
funding, but that will be a small burden relative to other costs.
Finally, the price of most fossil fuels has easily visible public indicators.
The price of gasoline is no secret, and that accounts for roughly one-third
of fossil-fuel use. The price of electricity to residential and commercial
users can also be discovered easily, as can the price of heating fuels to these
groups. Monitoring will not be perfect, but with a little effort, it may well
be as good as or better than the monitoring of emissions.
Green Climate Fund Transfers
We have discussed how to allocate responsibility for and benefits from
a climate fund. A higher level question is perhaps just as difficult. How
can significant funds be transferred from rich to poor countries without
triggering too much political opposition in wealthy countries, especially
those on the hook for larger transfers, due to their wealth and high emission levels?
Hiding Transfers One approach is to hide the transfers. This is often cited
as a benefit of cap-and-trade, but as explained earlier, this is largely based on
a fallacious analogy between global and national cap-and-trade programs.
However, Frankel suggests that poor countries could be given free permits, and they could give the permits to private companies, who would
then sell them to private companies in rich countries. In this way, the
financial transfers would be kept private and less visible than the financial
transfers between governments that are generally envisioned for the Green
Climate Fund.
This method would not be as surreptitious as it might seem because
companies in the rich country will be required to return the permits to the
UN in order to make use of them, and the UN will be required to keep a
full accounting. This transfer will be made public, at which point the press
will write stories about how much money went where. It may take a few
years before this information is fully utilized by the forces that wish to gain
political advantage from stopping the transfers, but that outcome seems
inevitable.
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If this ruse is thought to be effective, then a similar process could be
arranged under a global carbon price commitment. If the United States
had been allocated a responsibility for $10 billion of climate fund contributions and the global carbon price was set at $20/ton, then half a
billion carbon-price credits could be issued and marked as redeemable in
the United States only. These could then be distributed to poor countries,
which would give them to their businesses, which would sell them to US
businesses, which would then not be charged for that many tons of carbon
emissions.
One advantage of price-based climate-fund transfers (as opposed to permit transfers under a cap) is that their value would be far more predictable.
For example, with the Gollier-Tirole approach of annual compliance, the
carbon price would drop precipitously in the case of a global slowdown.
In this case, permit transfers to poor countries would suddenly become
far less valuable and perhaps nearly worthless. However, the global carbon price might spike while a developed country is in recession, and it
would find itself making double or triple climate-equity payments at just
the wrong time. Such risk would not be present under a global carbon price
commitment.
Making Transfers More Appealing Jonathan Gruber, an economist who
consulted on the design of President Obama’s Affordable Care Act, is now
famous for explaining that the “Lack of transparency is a huge political
advantage” for “getting the bill passed.” In the long run—and no policy is
longer run than climate policy—attempting fairly transparent deceptions
involving tens of billions of dollars may prove counterproductive. Better
approaches are available.
The first principle for making equity transfers more palatable is to make
sure they are reciprocal. Traditionally, this would mean requiring the
money be used for some approved “green” project, hopefully related to
climate. Unfortunately, history has shown that this leads to corruption—
witness the Clean Development Mechanism, the Joint Implementation
Mechanism, and even the enormous subsidies for corn ethanol in the
United States.
The basic formula for reciprocity should be that equity transfers are conditional on compliance with either a global cap-and-trade or a global carbon price commitment. This will provide funders with far more assurance
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that they are getting something worthwhile for their money while providing a useful incentive mechanism for enforcing compliance.
A number of other standard techniques are available for making transfers more palatable. One is to require funds to be spent in the donor country. This would not be possible with global cap-and-trade. Another way is
to earmark tax receipts from the most unpopular domestic polluters to be
used for equity transfers.
Summary and Conclusion
If steady progress was being made with global cap-and-trade, then even
a promising new approach would seem questionable. But after 20 years
of real-world testing and academic theorizing, no obvious progress can be
seen. Our discussion leaves global cap-and-trade with four decisive failures,
all of which are addressed by global carbon pricing.
Carbon Pricing Eliminates Huge Trading Risks
Global cap-and-trade needs to lock in targets for a decade or two. During
this time, business-as-usual emissions change unpredictably. As shown previously, this can be extremely risky for participating countries. This leads to
demands for more generous targets or even refusal to participate. If a strong
treaty were ever implemented, then it would lead to defections and unraveling. Global carbon pricing nearly eliminates this source of risk.
Carbon Pricing Actually Does Price Carbon Emissions
Neither the Kyoto Protocol nor global cap-and-trade, as specified in this
volume, requires that emitters acquire emission permits. Instead, governments must own permits similar to Kyoto’s AAUs. In idealized economic
theories, the price of AAUs would be transmitted, with the help of government regulations, to actual carbon emissions. There has been no sign of this
under the Kyoto Protocol, and there is no reason to believe things would be
different under a newly proposed global cap-and-trade policy. In contrast,
global carbon pricing would require countries to price carbon emissions to
meet the global carbon price commitment. So global carbon pricing would
strongly promote efficiency, and global cap-and-trade would do little to
promote efficiency.
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Pricing Rewards Environmental Ambition
A global cap, if it works as intended, will control the total emissions of the
participating countries. If one country emits less, that will free up permits
so other countries can emit more. If one emits more, others will be constrained to emit less.
The consequences are obvious. If any country, province, social group,
or individual voluntarily does more than is in their narrow self-interest,
it will not benefit the climate at all. All such altruistic efforts will be negated
by the market. Ambitious action by some will simply make it cheaper for
those who are not ambitions to do less, and they will do less. If they do not
do enough less to negate all environmental ambition, then the market will
depress the price of carbon even more and make sure selfish people do even
less. The cap will be met.
Global carbon pricing does not discourage ambition at all. Extra abatement does not change the price faced by nonambitious groups and individuals, so the ambition of others does not encourage them to do any less.
The result is that every ton of ambitious abatement reduces global emissions by a full ton.13
Pricing Stops Free-Riding in the Negotiations
Climate change is a problem of managing the collective commons, and
the essence of that problem is that countries can free-ride on the use of the
atmosphere. Requiring them to pledge some action, even if the action is to
join a global cap-and-trade agreement and choose a “target”—an allocation
of emission permits—does not prevent free-riding. Instead of free-riding by
just emitting, countries can now free-ride by taking a high target and either
emitting more or profiting from selling extra permits.
To stop free-riding, we need to replace individual commitments with a
common commitment. For 20 years, Kyoto negotiators and academic economists have tried to find ever more complex formulas to create a common
quantity commitment, with no signs of progress. Global carbon pricing
provides an obvious solution. All countries should commit to price at the
same global price. There is still a problem of negotiating climate-fund transfers, but decoupling these two problems greatly simplifies them and largely
insulates climate policy from disputes over monetary transfers.
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Conclusion
Global carbon pricing was designed to facilitate negotiation and cooperation. To many this will seem backward—it should have been designed “for
the climate.” But the real problem is not the climate; the real problem
is people—and their lack of cooperation. After 20 years of pretending to
do what is right for the climate, and actually doing almost nothing, it is
time for a change. We should design the negotiations and our policy goal
to maximize cooperation and accept that we cannot do better than the
best we can do. Unfortunately, COP21 in Paris was a step back from this
perspective. Paris focused on nonbinding, nonenforceable, incomparable
“intended nationally determined contributions,” which is the opposite of a
reciprocal, common commitment. As a result, contributions do not add up
to what is required, and carbon pricing was hardly mentioned in the final
agreement. This is a recipe for inaction, and thus disaster.
Carbon pricing is a simple idea. But the change of focus from supposedly
scientific round numbers, 1 trillion tons, 2.0 degrees, 450 ppm (or some say
350), to a focus on how people cooperate makes all the difference. Elinor
Ostrom spent her life studying how people actually solve common-pool
resource problems. She found the answer was always “trust and reciprocity,” not numerology. Virtually all cooperation research agrees. Global carbon pricing is designed to build trust with reciprocity.
Frequently Asked Questions About “Global Carbon Pricing”
Q1. Does it mean a global tax? No. It does not require that any carbon
taxes or fossil fuel taxes be implemented. See Q3.
Q2. What is it? An agreement between countries responsible for most of
the world’s greenhouse gas emissions to price their own fossil-fuel emissions at least as high (on average) as the agreed-on global price, P.
Q3. What does “to price their own emissions” mean? Quite simply, a country’s average carbon price—carbon revenue per unit emissions—must be at
least as high as the global carbon price. The simplest way would be with
a carbon tax, which could be used to replace other taxes. Cap-and-trade
could also be used, as well as other methods. Renewables could be given
credit based on carbon saved and the global price.
Q4. What does “on average” mean? Countries could price gasoline at one
level, diesel at another, and coal at another. All that matters is (total carbon
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revenue)/(total carbon emissions) ≥ P . There could even be averaging from
one year to the next.
Q5. Who would set the global price? It would be negotiated by a “coalition of the willing,” AKA a Carbon Club. This coalition will be a group of
countries that encompass most emission and are willing to set a reasonably
high price.
Q6. Why does a price agreement help? It forms a common commitment, so
each country in the coalition is saying, “We will price carbon at P if all of
you will too.” Read the preface to see how this works.
Q7. Is it fair to poor countries? A green climate fund is needed because without one there would be no international payments. This negotiation must
be separate but related. The UNFCC requires “common but differentiated
responsibilities.” The global price is the common part and the climate fund
is the differentiated part.
Q8. Why not stick with global cap-and-trade? There’s a reason it has been
getting less popular for 20 years. It was accidentally designed to be hard to
negotiate. The idea was to make it safe for the climate but risky for countries. Global pricing was scientifically designed for cooperation, and it can
be adjusted to hit climate targets just as well, probably better, than global
cap-and-trade.
Q9. Who’s in favor of it? Everyone on the list of contributors to this book
is in favor of global carbon pricing. The authors have alternative views on
how best to implement it.
Q10. With your green climate fund, how big would the transfers be from rich
to poor? At the start, a high-end estimate might be €36 billion per year,
and a low-end estimate might be €5 or €10 billion. But this is, of course,
speculative. It will be determined by negotiation, not science, so it can’t
really be calculated. Negotiators will balance rich-country reluctance
against poor-country needs and demands.
Note that the high end is about one-third of what US Secretary of State
Clinton promised at Copenhagen. To put this in perspective, this is about
one-tenth of 1% of the rich country’s GDP. This is for a €30/ton carbon
price. Eventually, it would need to go much higher, but by then the world
will likely have seen enough to be willing to spend more.
Consider the high estimate first. World CO2 emissions from fossil fuel are
a bit less than 36 billion tons. China has said it doesn’t need climate-fund
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subsidies, so that leaves about one-third of the emissions (12 billion) coming from poor countries that need climate funds. A tremendously strong
start would be a €30/ton carbon price, and that might reduce emissions
by as much as 20%, or by 2.4 billion tons in poor countries. Some abatement will be cheap to free, and some would cost as much as the €30 carbon prices, so on average the cost would be about €15/ton, for a total cost
of 15 × 2.4 = €36 billion/year. So the high-end number assumes that rich
countries pay 100% of the costs and somewhat more because when the
poor countries stop subsidizing fossil fuel, that actual saves them money (it
prevents waste).
But €30/ton is a high starting price, and 100% is a high subsidy rate,
and not all of these countries will join and need subsidies (e.g., some of
the OPEC countries). In fact, it may be necessary to begin quite slowly. But
after 20 years without any global cooperative agreement, a slow but solid
beginning would be enormous progress. Also remember that without any
transfer from rich to poor, little is likely to get done.
Q11. What carbon price do you think the EU countries, for example, would
vote for? This brings up the central advantage of global carbon pricing.
But first, note that the United Kingdom is already paying more than ₤10014
and more per ton of carbon saved, and the OECD15 finds that feed-in-tariffs
cost an average of €169 per ton saved, and there are other subsidies on top
of those.
Second, notice that a ₤100 carbon tax, if implemented as a tax shift,
would be close to free. The tax that was shifted away would return as much
revenue as the carbon tax collected, and the distortions and inefficiencies
of the old tax would be eliminated. These would roughly match the cost of
carbon abatements, and those abatements would have the added benefit
of reducing damage from domestic pollution. So not even counting the
climate benefit, this policy might produce a net benefit.16
Now turn to our best feature. Global carbon pricing is not an individualistic approach. The EU would not be doing this without major partners,
at least the United States and China, and probably more, even at the start.
The agreement would be that all countries price as high as the global price.
Now we have no illusion that the EU will suddenly impose a ₤100 carbon
charge. More likely, it will be inclined toward some timid level, such as
€25/ton. But with our proposal, the EU would then realize that if it advocates €35, then getting that accepted would bring China, the United States,
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and others along with it. So why not advocate €35? You only have to do
that if you gain the satisfaction of finally bringing the United States and
China along with you, and bringing them along would at least quadruple
the impact of that €10 increase.
So we can’t predict the EU’s price proposal, and we certainly cannot predict what the coalition of the willing will agree to, but we can tell you that
even a €30 price on carbon could save a lot of money while doing far more
good for the climate than current policies.
Q12: What if some countries have large-scale, relatively cheap, and measurable
carbon-capture potential (e.g., afforestation)? How could that potential be harnessed with a global carbon price? This will require an add-on mechanism,
but a fairly simple one once the negative emissions become measurable.
The measurement process would supply the negative-carbon facility with a
one-ton carbon credit for each ton captured. The add-on mechanism would
require that all private carbon emitters can use a negative-carbon credit (a
negaton) in place of buying a carbon credit in their cap-and-trade market
or in place of paying their fossil-fuel tax. Every country in the climate coalition would be required to allow this.
The negative-carbon credits would be purchased by those subject to the
highest carbon prices anywhere within the coalition. Competition would
then set the price of negatons of carbon at the highest carbon charge
imposed, and because the global price, P, is the average of all such charges,
the price of a negaton would always be higher than P.
Q13: Do you think global carbon pricing is all that is needed? No. Although
global carbon pricing facilitates cooperation and is an essential climate
policy, it is of course not the only policy needed to effectively address climate change. Investments in green research are needed, too, and there is
a role for some command-and-control style regulation, such as building
standards. But the lack of a common commitment on carbon pricing is the
primary source of the problem, and so correcting this is what this chapter
and book is about.
Notes
1. This first section does not cover global carbon pricing directly. Rather, it orients
the reader to a different way of thinking about international climate negotiations.
For a more direct approach, start with “The Solution.”
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2. This can often be better than having it done by a higher government. However,
Ostrom (2012) does not say this is always best: “People want to make me argue that
community systems of governance are always the best: I will not walk into that
trap.” At the global level, there is no government. The chapters in this book discuss
how the countries of the world can self-organize a global system of climate governance that builds in reciprocity and allows trust to develop. For a global public good,
a global governance (not government) is required.
3. Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform. Non-Paper, ADP.2014.6. July 7,
2014.
4. We often refer to Elinor Ostrom (although she did not directly speak about cooperation among governments) because she has pioneered some of the most important
cooperation research and was particularly concerned with solving common resource
problems without top-down help from a government, which is the problem faced at
the international level. Also, her work on the role of reciprocity for cooperation has
been robustly supported by the general science of cooperation, and it is relevant for,
and fully consistent with others’ view of, international climate negotiations (see,
e.g., MacKay et al., chapter 2, this volume).
5. These would likely be carbon-revenue credits—in other words, credit for collecting, say, one credit for each $1 million of revenue from carbon charges (see Stoft,
2009).
6. It would likely be best to start the negotiation process in a small group of big
emitters so that certain basics are agreed on before involving the UN (see chapter 12,
this volume).
7. See MacKay et al. (2015) for a similar treatment.
8. We note that what is proposed here is fully multilevel, in other words, “polycentric,” as Ostrom uses that term. There would be an international agreement on price,
but each country would decide all of the pricing details and what to do with revenues and monitoring and enforcement details. Countries would be free to delegate
responsibility to provinces, and provinces could delegate to cities. Most actual
change would happen at the local and even individual level.
9. We agree with Parry (chapter 3, this volume) that local carbon-related externalities are a reason for allowing countries to use different carbon prices, but we think
this is best handled by a uniform price commitment and some form of tradable
pricing credits.
10. Gollier and Tirole (chapter 10, this volume) give the formula in terms of permits, and equation (1) converts it to dollar transfers by using the price of permits.
11. It would cleverly engage in some cheap abatement and sell the resulting excess
permits.
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12. As they note, this also applies to negotiations over the Climate Fund contributions.
13. Of course, other aspects of the problem, particularly land use, technological progress, and the dissemination of accurate scientific information, are all consistent
with carbon pricing.
14. Take the CFD strike prices for new onshore wind or new nuclear, roughly 90
per MWh, or recent RO bands (roughly 45 pounds per MWh subsidy). If this is substituting for gas-generated electricity at 450kg/MWh, then we have a subsidy of 45
pounds per 0.45 t CO2 abated, or 100 pounds per ton.
15. “Climate and Carbon: Aligning Prices and Policies,” OECD Environment Policy
Paper 1, OECD Publishing, Paris, 2013.
16. An economy-wide tax shift involving a carbon price of 100 pounds per ton and
reductions of other taxes would have little effect on the budgets of a typical family,
although there might need to be distributional corrections, such as already exist
(e.g., winter fuel payments targeted at all old people and other social mechanisms to
protect those in “fuel poverty”).
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10 Effective Institutions against Climate Change
Christian Gollier and Jean Tirole1

We are faced now with the fact that tomorrow is today. Over the bleached bones
and jumble residues of numerous civilizations are written the pathetic words “Too
late.”
—Martin Luther King, New York, April 4, 1967

Climate Change Is a Global Commons Problem
Before discussing efficient institutions against climate change, let us restate
the obvious.
We Must Put an End to the Waiting Game
If no strong collective action is undertaken soon, then climate change is
expected to dramatically deteriorate the well-being of future generations.
Although the precise consequences of our inaction are still hard to quantify,
there is no question that a business-as-usual scenario would be catastrophic.
The 5th Report of the IPCC (IPCC, 2014) estimates that the average temperature would increase by somewhere between 2.5°C and 7.8°C by the end
of this century, after having already increased by almost 1°C over the last
century. Our emissions of greenhouse gases (GHGs) have never been larger
than today. Limiting the increase in temperature to 2°C is thus an immense
challenge, with a still increasing world population and, hopefully, more
countries accessing Western standards of living. It will require radical transformations in the way we use energy, heat and locate our houses, transport
people, and produce goods and services.
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Box 10.1
Past and Current Emissions of Anthropogenic CO2
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Figure 10.1
Emissions of CO2 since 1750.
Source: IPCC (2014).

Despite the emergence over the last three decades of solid scientific information about the climate impacts of increased CO2 concentration in the atmosphere, the world’s emissions of GHG have never been larger, rising from 30
GtCO2eq/year in 1970 to 49 GtCO2eq/year in 2010. According to the IPCC,
about half of the anthropogenic CO2 emissions between 1750 and 2010
occurred during the last four decades, due mainly to economic and population
growth and to the dearth of actions to fight climate change.

Two “Good” Reasons for Inaction
Most benefits of mitigation are global and distant, whereas costs are local
and immediate. The geographic and temporal dimensions of the climate
problem account for the current inaction.
Climate change is a global commons problem. In the long run, most
countries will benefit from a massive reduction in global emissions of
GHGs, but individual incentives to do so are negligible. Most of the benefits of a country’s efforts to reduce emissions go to the other countries. In
a nutshell, a country bears 100% of the cost of a green policy and receives,
say, 1% of the benefits of the policy if the country has 1% of the population and an average exposure to climate-related damages. Besides, most of
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these benefits, however small, do not accrue to current voters but to future
generations.
Consequently, countries do not internalize the benefits of their mitigation strategies, emissions are high, and climate changes dramatically. The
free-rider problem is well known to generate the “tragedy of commons”
(Hardin, 1968), as illustrated by a myriad of case studies in other realms.
When herders share a common parcel of land on which their herds graze,
overgrazing is a standard outcome because each herder wants to reap the
private benefit of an additional cow without taking account of the fact
that what he gains is matched by someone else’s loss. Similarly, hunters
and fishers do not internalize the social cost of their catches; overhunting and overfishing led to the extinction of species, from the Dodo of the
island of Mauritius to the bears of the Pyrenees and the buffalos of the
Great Plains. Diamond (2005) shows how deforestation on Easter Island led
to the collapse of an entire civilization. Other illustrations of the tragedy of
commons can be found in water and air pollutions, traffic congestion, or
international security.
Ostrom (1990) showed how small and stable communities are in some
circumstances able to manage their local common resource to escape this
tragedy, thanks to built-in incentives for responsible use and punishments
for overuse. These informal procedures to control the free-rider problem are obviously not applicable to climate change, whose stakeholders
include the 7 billion inhabitants currently living on this planet and their
unborn descendants. Addressing the global externality problem is complex because there is no supranational authority that could implement the
standard internalization approach suggested by economic theory and often
employed at the domestic level.2
A country or region that would contemplate a unilateral mitigation strategy would be further discouraged by the presence of the so-called “carbon
leakages.” Namely, imposing additional costs to high-emission domestic
industries makes them noncompetitive. This tends to move production to
less responsible countries, yielding an international redistribution of production and wealth with negligible ecological benefit. Similarly, the reduction in demand for fossil energy originating from the virtuous countries
tends to reduce their international price, thereby increasing the demand
and emissions in nonvirtuous countries. This other carbon leakage also
reduces the net climate benefit of the effort made by any incomplete club
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of virtuous countries. Its intertemporal version is called the green paradox.
It states that a commitment to be green in the future leads oil producers to
increase their production today to cater to today’s nonvirtuous consumers.
Because carbon sequestration is not a mature technology, mitigation is a
threat to the oil rent, and its owners should be expected to react to this
threat.
We Must Accept That Climate Mitigation Is Costly in the Short Run
The good news is that an efficient international climate agreement will
generate an important social surplus to be shared among the world’s citizens. The political economy of climate change, however, is unfavorable:
The costs of any such agreement are immediate whereas most benefits will
occur in the distant future, mainly to people who are not born yet and a
fortiori do not vote. In short, climate mitigation is a long-term investment.
Many activists and politicians promote climate mitigation policies as an
opportunity to boost “economic growth.” The fact that no country (with
the exception of Sweden) comes remotely close to doing its share should
speak volumes here: Why would countries sacrifice the consumption of
goods and leisure to be environment-unfriendly? The reality is bleaker, in
particular for economies in crisis and in the developing world. In reality,
fighting climate change will imply reducing consumption in the short run
to finance green investments that will generate a better environment only
in the distant future. It diverts economic growth from consumption to
investment, not good news for the well-being of the current poor. Carbon
pricing, if implemented, will induce households to invest in photovoltaic
panels on their roof or purchase expensive electric cars, actions that yield
no obvious increase in their own well-being, to the detriment of spending
the corresponding income on other goods.
To be certain, countries may perceive some limited “co-benefits” of
climate-friendly policies. For example, green choices may also reduce emissions of other pollutants (coal plants produce both CO2 and SO2, a regional
pollutant); in a similar spirit, countries may encourage their residents to
eat less red meat not so much from a concern about global warming but
because they want to reduce the occurrence of cardiovascular diseases. Substituting dirty lignite by gas and oil as the main source of energy had enormous sanitary and environmental benefits in Western countries after World
War II, for example by eliminating smog from London. Therefore, some
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Box 10.2
Climate Change and the Oil Rent
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Figure 10.2
Past consumption and current reserves of fossil fuels.
Source: IPCC (2014).

One of the most difficu250lt challenges of climate change comes from the
existence of a large fossil fuels rent currently owned by resource-rich countries. This rent exists because of the relative scarcity of the reserve of these
nonrenewable resources and the expectation of a future exhaustion or at least
steeply increasing marginal costs of extraction. The problem is that these
reserves are large, as shown in figure 10.2. The cumulated consumption (dark
blue) of gas, coal, and oil since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution
has been quite limited compared with the stock of these resources. Adding
consumption until the end of this century (light blue) in the business-asusual scenario will still leave most of the stock in the ground. The burning
of the entire stock of fossil resources on this planet within the next two
centuries or so would certainly devastate our planet by raising GHG concentration way above the acceptable limits. If an efficient and a credible climate
policy would be implemented one day, this would imply the annihilation of
the fossil fuels rent. Its strategic and geopolitical consequences shed some
light on the difficulty to reach an international agreement involving oil-rich
countries.
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actions are to be expected from countries with an eye on national interest only (not to mention the political benefits of placating domestic and
international opinion). But these “zero ambition” actions (to use a phrase
coined by Robert Stavins) will be insufficient to generate what it takes to
keep global warming manageable.
Overall, fighting climate change yields short-term collective costs,
thereby creating a political problem for benevolent decision makers who
support an ambitious international agreement. To sum up, without a collective incentive mechanism, one’s investment in a responsible mode of
living will hardly benefit one’s well-being. Rather, and assuming away
leakages, it will benefit distant generations who mostly will live in other
countries. It is collectively efficient to act but individually optimal to do
little.
A Uniform Carbon Price Is Necessary
Economic Approach versus Command-and-Control
As we have discussed, the core of the climate externality problem is that
economic agents do not internalize the damages they impose on other
economic agents when they emit GHGs. The approach3 that economists
have long proposed to solve the free-rider problem consists of inducing
economic agents to internalize the negative externalities they impose when
they emit CO2 (“polluter pays principle”). This is done by pricing it at a level
corresponding to the present value of the marginal damage associated with
the emission and by forcing all emitters to pay this price. Because GHGs
generate the same marginal damage regardless of the identity of the emitter
and the nature and location of the activity that generated the emissions, all
tons of CO2 should be priced equally. By imposing the same price to all economic agents around the world, one would ensure that all actions to abate
emissions that cost less than that price will be implemented. This least-cost
approach guarantees that the reduction of emissions that is necessary to
attain the global concentration objective will be made at the minimum
global cost. In contrast with this economic approach, “command-andcontrol” approaches (source-specific emissions limits, standards and technological requirements,4 uniform reductions, subsidies/taxes that are not
based on actual pollution, vintage-differentiated regulations, industrial
policy, etc.) usually create wide discrepancies in the implicit price of carbon
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put on different emissions. This has been shown empirically to lead to substantial increases in the cost of environmental policies.
Western countries have made some attempts at reducing GHG emissions, notably through direct subsidization of green technologies: generous
feed-in electricity tariffs for solar and wind energy, bonus-malus systems
favoring low-emission cars, subsidies to the biofuel industry, and so on. For
each green policy, one can estimate its implicit carbon price (i.e., the social
cost of the policy per ton of CO2 saved). A recent study by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (2013) showed
that these implicit prices vary widely across countries and also across sectors within each country. In the electricity sector, OECD estimates range
from less than 0 to 800 €. In the road transportation sector, the implicit
carbon price can be as large as 1,000 €, in particular for biofuels. The high
heterogeneity of implicit carbon prices in actual policymaking is a clear
demonstration of the inefficiency of this command-and-control approach.
Similarly, any global agreement that would not include all world regions in
the climate coalition would exhibit the same inefficiency by setting a zero
carbon price in nonparticipating countries.
Although economists are broadly suspicious of command-and-control
policies for good reasons, they also understand that these policies may
occasionally be a second-best solution when measurement or informational
problems make direct pricing complex and/or when consumers discount
the future too much. This is the classic justification for housing insulation
standards for instance, but command-and-control is best avoided when
feasible.
Carbon Pricing and Inequality
Income and wealth inequality at the domestic and international levels is
often invoked to dismiss uniform carbon pricing. The problems raised by
inequality around the world are ubiquitous in analyses of climate change,
as discussed by Posner and Weisbach (2010). On the one hand, if poor
people emit proportionally more CO2, carbon pricing will worsen inequality starting today (Cremer et al., 2003). On the other hand, poor people
may also be more vulnerable to climate change, so reducing emissions
will reduce inequalities in the future. However, because international and
national credit markets are imperfect, poor people may face large discount
rates, making them short-termist and focused on their immediate survival
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to the detriment of the long-term climate risk. This means that the social
cost of carbon will be smaller in these countries, even when accounting for
future damages abroad.
International inequality raises the question of the allocation of the
climate-mitigation burden. For example, the principle of common but differentiated responsibility is redistributive because wealthier countries typically contribute more to the accumulation of GHGs in the atmosphere.
This issue is certainly important, but its solution should not be found in
a Kyoto Protocol-like manipulation of the law of a single carbon price.
The non-Annex 1 parties of the Kyoto Treaty had no binding obligation,
and their citizens faced no carbon price. This derailed the ratification
of the protocol by the US Senate. The Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) designed in Kyoto was aimed at alleviating the imperfect coverage problem; it met with limited success and anyway was not a satisfactory approach due to yet another leakage problem. For example, Annex 1
countries’ paying to protect a forest in a less developed country increases
the price of whatever the deforestation would have allowed to sell (beef,
soy, palm, or wood) and encourages deforestation elsewhere. The CDM
mechanism also created the perverse incentive to build, or maintain in
operation longer than planned, polluting plants to later claim CO2 credits
for their reduction.5
The Kyoto Protocol’s attempted solution to the equity problem was to
exonerate non-Annex 1 countries from carbon pricing. But using price distortions to reduce inequalities is always a second-best solution. Policies
around the world that manipulate agricultural prices to support farmers’
incomes end up generating surpluses and highly inefficient productions.
The same hazard affects climate policies if one lets redistributive considerations influence carbon price signals to economic agents. At the national
level, one should instead use the income tax system to redistribute income
in a transparent way when this is possible. At the international level, one
should organize lump-sum transfers to poor countries. This can be done
by using the revenues generated by carbon pricing. Given that today we
emit approximately 50 GtCO2 yearly, a carbon price at 40 $/tCO2 would
generate a rent of $ 2,000 billion per year, or approximately 3% of the
world GDP.
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Computing the Right Price Signals
Most infrastructure and R&D investments to reduce GHG emissions have
in common that they are irreversible (sunk) costs and yield a delayed
reduction of emissions over an extended time span. Energy retrofit programs for residential building reduce emissions for decades, and hydroelectric power plans last for centuries. As a consequence, what triggers
an investment in these sectors is not the current price of CO2 but the
expectation of high prices in the future. The right price signal is thus
given by an entire path of carbon prices. Two factors call for a carbon
price that is increasing with time. First, if the damage function is convex,
our inability to stabilize the concentration of CO2 within the next 100
years would imply that the marginal climate damages of each ton of CO2
will rise in the future. Second, if we impose a cap on GHG concentration
in the atmosphere that we should never exceed, then the determination
of the optimal emission path under this maximum quantity constraint is
equivalent to the problem of the optimal extraction path of a nonrenewable resource. From Hotelling’s rule, the carbon price should then increase
at the risk free rate (Chakravorty et al., 2006). Any climate policy must also
address the various commitment and credibility problems associated with
the fixation of the long-term carbon price schedule. This challenge is reinforced by the current uncertainties affecting the marginal damage function, the optimal GHG concentration target, and the speed at which green
R&D will produce mature low-carbon energy technologies. This question
is addressed later.
Over the last two decades, governments have commissioned estimates of
the social cost of carbon (SCC). In France, the Commission Quinet (Quinet,
2009) used a real discount rate of 4% and recommended a price of carbon
(/tCO2) at 32 € in 2010, rising to 100 € in 2030 and between 150 € and 350
€ in 2050. In the United States, the US Interagency Working Group (2013)
proposed three different discount rates (2.5%, 3%, and 5%) to estimate the
SCC. Using a 3% real discount rate, their estimation of the SCC is $32 in
2010, rising to $52 and $71, respectively, in 2030 and 2050.
Two Economic Instruments for Price Coherence
Two prominent strategies for organizing an efficient, uniform pricing of
CO2 emissions involve a carbon price and a cap-and-trade mechanism,
respectively.6 Both proposals allow subsidiarity, and neither directly
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Box 10.3
The Social Cost of Carbon
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Figure 10.3
Density function for the SCC (in $/tC).
Source: Nordhaus (2011).

Although the fifth report of the IPCC (IPCC, 2014) does not contain much
information about it, there is now a sizable literature on the social cost of
carbon. To send the right signal to economic agents, the carbon price must
be equal to the present value of the marginal damages generated by the
emission of one more ton of CO2. Estimating the SCC is complex because
most of these damages will materialize only in the distant future and are
uncertain. The time and risk dimensions raise the problem of the choice of
the discount rate. If future climate damages were statistically independent of
world GDP growth, a relatively low real discount rate of 1% should be used
to discount these damages to the present (Gollier, 2012; Weitzman, 1998,
2001). However, most standard integrated assessment models such as the
DICE model are such that climate damages are positively linked to consumption growth (Dietz et al., 2015). For example, Nordhaus (2011) uses the outcome of Monte-Carlo simulations of the RICE-2011 model with 16 sources of
uncertainty to conclude that “those states in which the global temperature
increase is particularly high are also ones in which we are on average richer in
the future.” Using technical terms from finance theory, this implies that the
climate consumption-based CAPM beta is positive and the relevant climate
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discount rate is closer to the mean return of equity than the risk-free rate
(Gollier, 2014).
To illustrate the uncertainty affecting the SCC, we reproduce in figure 10.3
an analysis performed by Nordhaus (2011). He used his RICE integrated assessment model with uncertain parameters related to the discount rate and the
climate sensitiveness. Figure 10.3 reproduces the density function for the SCC
of 2015, expressed in dollar per ton of carbon. Notice that 1 ton of carbon
generates 3.7 tons of CO2, so that the Nordhaus’s mean estimate of the SCC
at $44/tC corresponds to $12/tCO2, which is considered relatively small compared with other estimates existing in the literature.

concerns national taxes or national cap-and-trade. Both rely on an international agreement that is reasonably encompassing and therefore on an “I
will if you will” approach discussed in this book. They both require some
strategy for enforcement; indeed, the implementation of credible and transparent mechanisms to measure emissions is a prerequisite to any efficient
approach to climate change mitigation or, for that matter, to any policy.
Carbon price Under the first strategy, a minimum average price by country on all emissions around the world would be agreed on and collected
by individual countries. All countries would be using the same price for
GHG emissions.7 The carbon price of a country would be computed as
the carbon revenue divided by the country’s emissions; the price could
correspond to a carbon tax8 in the special case of a taxation approach, but
quite generally it could emerge from a variety of policies (tax, cap-andtrade, standards, etc.). Indeed, not all emissions in practice are subject to
a carbon tax or Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) price. As Cooper (chapter
5, this volume) notes, less than half of the European emissions are subject
to EU ETS trading.
An international negotiation on a global carbon price has the advantage
of linking each region’s mitigation effort to the efforts of the other regions.
As explained in Cramton, Ockenfels, and Stoft (chapter 12, this volume)
and Weitzman (chapter 8, this volume), each country will internalize in
its vote for the level of a uniform price the positive impact of a larger equilibrium price on the global reduction of emissions, thereby raising the
potential ambition of the international agreement. Under this scheme, a
supranational supervision of the national carbon-pricing requirement at
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the internationally agreed level is thus necessary, as we discuss later. The
compensation issue would be dealt with through a green fund.
Cap-and-trade Under the alternative cap-and-trade strategy, the agreement would specify a worldwide, predetermined number (the cap) of tradable emission permits. The tradability of these permits would ensure that
countries face the same carbon price, emerging from mutually advantageous trades on the market for permits; the cross-country price here would
not result from an agreed-on price of carbon but rather from clearing in
this market. To address compensation, permits would be initially allocated
to the different countries or regions, with an eye on getting all countries on
board (redistribution).
Failed or Unsatisfactory Attempts at Pushing the Economic Approach
The cap-and-trade system was adopted, albeit with a failed design, by the
Kyoto Protocol. The Kyoto Protocol of 1997 extended the 1992 UNFCCC
that committed participating countries to reduce their GHG emissions. The
Treaty entered into effect on February 16, 2005. The Annex-B parties committed to reduce their emissions in 2012 by 5% compared with 1990 and to
use a cap-and-trade system. Kyoto participants initially covered more than
65% of global emissions. But the nonratification by the United States and
the withdrawal of Canada, Russia, and Japan, combined with the boost of
emerging countries emissions, reduced the coverage to less than 15% in
2012. The main real attempt to implement a carbon pricing mechanism
within the Kyoto agreement emerged in Europe, with the EU ETS. In its
first trading period of 2005–2007 (“phase 1”), the system was established
with a number of allowances (the so-called Assigned Amount Units [AAUs])
based on the estimated needs; its design was flawed in many respects and
in any case far inferior to that which had been adopted in the United States
in 1990 to reduce SO2 emissions by half. In the second trading period of
2008–2012, the number of allowances was reduced by 12% to reduce the
emissions of the industrial and electricity sectors of the Union. This crackdown was offset by the possibility given to the capped entities to use Kyoto
offsets (mostly from the CDM described earlier) for their compliance. In
addition, the deep economic crisis that hit the region during the period
reduced the demand for permits. Moreover, large subsidies in the renewable energy sector implemented independently in most countries of the
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Union reduced further the demand for permits. In the absence of any countervailing reaction on the supply of permits, the carbon price went down
from a peak of 30 €/tCO2 to around 5€/tCO2 today. This recent price level
is without a doubt way below the social cost of carbon. Therefore, it has a
limited impact on emissions. It even let electricity producers substitute gas
by coal, which emits 100% more carbon (not counting dirty microparticles)
per kWh. An additional problem came from the fact that the ETS covered
only a fraction of the emissions of the region. Many specific emitters (e.g.,
the transport and building sectors) faced a zero carbon price. During the
third trading period (2013–2020), the EU-wide cap on emissions is reduced
by 1.74% each year, and a progressive shift toward auctioning of allowances
in substitution of cost-free allocation is implemented.
Over the last three decades, Europeans have sometimes believed that
their (limited) commitment to reduce their emissions would motivate other
countries to imitate their proactive behavior. That hope never materialized.
Canada, for example, facing the prospect of the oil sands dividend, quickly
realized that their failure to fulfill their commitment would expose them
to the need to buy permits9 and preferred to withdraw before having to pay
them. The US Senate imposed a no-free-rider condition as a prerequisite for
ratification, although the motivation for this otherwise reasonable stance
may well have been a desire for inaction in view of a somewhat skeptical
public opinion. Sadly enough, the Kyoto Protocol was a failure. Its architecture made it doomed to fail. Nonparticipating countries benefited from
the efforts made by the participating ones, in terms of both reduced climate damages (free-rider problem) and improved competitiveness of their
carbon-intensive industries (carbon leakage).
Other cap-and-trade mechanisms have been implemented since Kyoto.
A mixture of collateral damages (we mentioned the emissions by coal plants
of SO2, a local pollutant, jointly with that of CO2), the direct self-impact of
CO2 emissions for large countries like China (which has 20% of the world
population and is exposed to serious climate change risk), and the desire to
placate domestic opinion and avoid international pressure all lead to some
carbon control. Outside the Kyoto Protocol, the United States, Canada, and
China established some regional cap-and-trade mechanisms. In the United
States, where per capita GHG emissions are 2.5 times larger than in Europe
and China, two initiatives are worth mentioning. In the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), nine Northeast and Mid-Atlantic US states
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Box 10.4
CO2 Price on the EU ETS Market
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Figure 10.4
Evolution of carbon price on the EU ETS.
Source: Climate Economics Chair from ICE ECX data.

Figure 10.4 illustrates the failure of the EU ETS to establish a stable and an
ambitious carbon price in the EU. The instability of the Kyoto coalition is one
plausible explanation for why the EU did not attempt to push the price of
permits up on the ETS market after the failure of the Copenhagen Conference
in December 2009 in a depressed economic environment.

created a common cap-and-trade market to limit the emissions of their electricity sector. Here also, the current carbon price is way too low at around
$5/tCO2 (up from the price floor level of $2/tCO2 during 2010–2012). From
2015 to 2020, the CO2 cap will be reduced by 2.5% every year. The system will release extra carbon allowances if the carbon price on the market
exceeds $6/tCO2. A similar system exists in California to cover the electricity
sector, large industrial plants, and more recently fuel distributors, thereby
covering more than 85% of the State’s emissions of GHGs.10 In 2014, China
established seven regional cap-and-trade pilots officially to prepare for the
implementation of a national ETS. The fragmented cap-and-trade systems
described earlier cover almost 10% of worldwide emissions, and observed
price levels are low. This is another illustration of the tragedy of commons.
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These regional or national ETSs could be used in the future under any international commitment regime, either a universal carbon price or a cap-andtrade mechanism.
Some countries have implemented a carbon tax. The most ambitious
country is Sweden, in which a carbon tax of approximately 100 €/tCO2 was
implemented in 1991. France recently set its own carbon tax at 14.5 €/tCO2.
Both of these taxes are used for various purposes, such as raising revenue
or addressing congestion externalities and road safety. They also now can
be used to comply with an international commitment to cap-and-trade or
to a carbon price. Outside Europe, some modest carbon taxes exist in Japan
and Mexico, for example. Except for the Swedish case, these attempts put a
carbon price that is far too low compared to the SCC.
Pledge and Review: The Waiting Game in the Current International
Negotiation
The Copenhagen conference in December 2009 was expected to deliver
a new Kyoto Protocol with more participating countries. In reality, the
conference delivered a completely different project. The central idea of
a unique carbon price induced by international cap-and-trade was completely abandoned, and the secretariat of the UNFCCC became a chamber of registration of noncommittal pledges by individual countries. This
change of vision was upheld at the Cancun Conference in 2010 and more
recently at the COP 20 in Lima in 2014. The new “pledge-and-review”
approach was employed at the Paris COP 21 conference in December 2015.
The so-called “Paris Agreement” will be implemented as soon as more
than 55 parties to the agreement representing more than 55% of global
emissions will have ratified the agreement. Voluntary climate actions (or
“intended nationally determined contributions”) will be registered without any coordination in the method and in the metric of measurement of
the ambition of these actions. Although they are crucial to the credibility
of the system, the reporting on and verification of the pledges were not
formally decided.11
The pledge-and-review strategy has four main deficiencies and definitely is an inadequate response to climate change. First, if implemented,
the agreement yields an inefficient allocation of efforts by inducing some
economic agents to implement high-cost mitigation actions while others
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will emit GHGs that would be much cheaper to eliminate.12 Because the
marginal costs of emission reduction are likely to be highly heterogeneous
within and across countries, it will be almost impossible to measure the
ambition of each country’s pledge. In fact, individual countries have a
strong incentive to “green wash” their actions by making them complex to
measure and price.
Second, the pledge-and-review promises, even if they were credible, are
voluntary, so free-riding is bound to prevail. These pledges are expected
to deliver much less effort than would be collectively desirable. Following
Buhr et al. (2014), “pledge-and-review means that climate change is dealt
with the lowest possible level of decision making.” As Stiglitz (chapter 6,
this volume) notes, “in no other area has voluntary action succeeded as a
solution to the problem of undersupply of a public good.” In a sense, the
pledge-and-review process is similar to an income tax system, in which each
household would be allowed to freely determine its fiscal contribution.
Third, even if the pledges were large enough to put the global emission trajectory back on track, the absence of commitment to the pledges
would limit their long-term credibility. This fragility makes it tempting for
countries to deviate from their pledges. The absence of credibility of longterm pledges will reduce the innovators’ incentive to perform green R&D
and implement mature technologies, yielding reductions of emissions for
a long period of time.
Fourth, the pledge-and-review regime can be analyzed as a waiting
game, in which the global negotiation on formal commitments is postponed. Under the Paris Agreement (articles 4 and 14), the parties will meet
every 5 years starting in 2023 to renegotiate their pledges, hopefully in a
more ambitious manner. Beccherle and Tirole (2011) show that the freeriding in this waiting game is magnified by the incentive to achieve a better deal at the bargaining table in the future. Building on both theory and
past experiences, countries will realize that staying carbon-intensive will
put them in a strong position to demand compensation to join an agreement later: the carbon-intensity of their economy making them less eager
to join an agreement, the international community will award them higher
transfers (either monetary or in terms of free pollution allowances) so as to
bring them on board. Moreover, when the damage function is convex, a
country committing to a high emission level before this negotiation raises
the marginal damages of all other countries and therefore induces them
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to reduce their emissions more heavily. All in all, these strategic considerations increase the cost of delay beyond what would be obtained in the traditional free-riding model with no expectation about a future negotiation.
Indeed, there has been concern that the current pledges are at a “zero
ambition” level, or perhaps even below that level, where “zero ambition”
refers to the level that the country would choose simply because of codamages (local pollutants) and the direct impact of GHG on the country,
that is, in the absence of any international agreement.
To conclude this section on a more positive note, the pledge-and-review
process might be useful in the second half of this year, provided that (1)
ambitions turned out to be strong enough (a big “if” at this stage), and (2)
one were to call the countries’ bluff and transform or modify their pledges
into real commitments. Suppose indeed that the various pledges are in
line with a reasonable trajectory for GHG emissions (asserting this requires
being able to aggregate/compare the various pledges, as some concern mitigation and others adaptation, and current pledges have rather different
time horizons). One could then transform the predicted global trajectory
of emissions into an equivalent number of permits; in a second stage, one
could allocate permits under the requirement so that countries receive the
same welfare as they would if their pledge were implemented. Countries
that are sincere about their pledge could only gain from having all countries commit.
Negotiating a Price/Quantity and Negotiating Transfers
Let us now turn to the more satisfactory approach of picking an economic
instrument together with measurement and enforcement strategies.
The One-Dimensional Negotiation: Uniform Carbon Price or a Global
Emission Target
We can imagine two negotiation processes “I will if you will” with only one
decision variable. Negotiators could try to agree on either a universal carbon price or a global emission target. For the sake of the argument, suppose
first that all countries were similar in terms of their exposure to climate
change, degree of development, endowment in natural resources, tastes,
and so on. The free-rider problem inherent to the international negotiation on climate change could then be resolved by negotiating a uniform
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carbon price.13 Under this negotiation framework, a “world climate assembly” would vote for a uniform carbon price whose implementation would
be left to its individual members. The claimed virtue of this framework
is to align the constituents’ private interests. Let us illustrate this claim
with an example inspired from Cramton, Ockenfels, and Stoft (chapter 12,
this volume). Suppose that the world is composed of 100 countries with
the same characteristics (population, economic prosperity, growth expectations, industrial structure, etc.). Each ton of CO2 in the atmosphere generates $1 of damage in each country. The business-as-usual scenario yields
a uniform emission of 10 tCO2 per capita. Suppose also that 80% of each
country’s emission can be eliminated at a unit abatement cost of $50/tCO2.
The abatement cost of the remaining 20% is $200/tCO2. In this context,
it is desirable that each country abates its emissions by 80% because the
global damages of $100/tCO2 exceed the cheaper marginal abatement cost
of $50/tCO2. But the tragedy of commons would prevail in the absence of a
binding international agreement because the marginal abatement cost is 50
times larger than the local marginal damages. Suppose that the 100 countries accept to join an international coalition in which they cooperate to
enforce the domestic imposition of an internationally harmonized carbon
price that is voted by a majority rule. Participants are required to impose
the common price as long as all signatories do too. The domestic revenues
of the scheme are recycled internally. In this framework, all countries will
be in favor of a carbon price of, say, $100/tCO2, which will induce them to
abate their emissions by 80%. This dominant strategy yields the first-best
solution and makes all countries better off.
As Cramton and Stoft (2012) point out, an equivalent negotiation process exists that is based on quantities. Suppose that all countries in the
coalition accept to negotiate a uniform emission per capita that is voted
on by a majority rule. The same subsidiarity rule applies for which green
policy should be implemented to attain the national target, and countries
are allowed to trade their emissions with others. In this alternative framework, all countries will understand the benefit of imposing an ambitious
target for themselves as long as the other countries do the same. It is an
optimal for each country to vote for an 80% reduction of emissions. In this
example, the two negotiation mechanisms yield the same efficient solution
and have the same simple structure of a one-dimensional negotiation, on
either a uniform price or a uniform per-capita quantity.
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Alas, the real world does not look at all like this description. Indeed,
countries differ markedly by their exposure to climate change, abatement
costs, economic dependence to fossil fuels, willingness to invest in the
future, emissions per capita, and so on. These sources of heterogeneity of
costs and benefits make the negotiation dramatically more complex.
Consider, for example, the case in which only 10 of the 100 countries are
responsible for all emissions. The other countries emit nothing. Under the
uniform price mechanism as under the quantity mechanism, conditional
on all countries ratifying the treaty, the median voter will be in favor of a
$200/tCO2 and a zero-emission target for all countries, respectively. This
example illustrates two difficulties with the two simple negotiation mechanism examined in this section. First, in line with Weitzman’s (chapter 8,
this volume) result, there is too much abatement at equilibrium, so these
mechanisms do not guarantee a first-best solution.14 Second, the 10 highemission countries are likely to quit the coalition because they bear all the
cost of mitigation and receive a tiny fraction of the benefits. In economics
parlance, their participation constraint is binding. This is why the economists supporting a price negotiation recognize that, due to the heterogeneity among countries, the system is feasible only if some mechanism for side
transfers (such as a green fund or an allocation of permits) is designed so as
to bring the reluctant countries on board. We concur. Observe that the sizes
of the transfers from the 90 green countries to the 10 others that would
induce the latter to participate are exactly the same for the two negotiation
mechanisms.
Unfortunately, but unavoidably, the green fund (under a carbon price)
or the unequal allocation of permits (under cap-and-trade) destroys the
simplicity of a single-dimensional negotiation. The green fund must set
the net (positive or negative) transfer to the fund for each country and
therefore involves dimensionality n + 1 (the number of countries, n, plus
1, the carbon price). In the cap-and-trade mechanism, an unconstrained
allocation of permits yields the same dimensionality (n allowances, plus
the carbon price). This sharp increase in dimensionality can be avoided
by adopting a common formula as the Kyoto negotiators attempted to do.
Cramton and Stoft (2012) propose doing this and argue that, by making
this the first stage of a two-stage negotiation, countries would find it easier
to agree (more on this below).
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Summing up, whether the international architecture adopts a uniform
carbon price or a cap-and-trade mechanism, cross-country transfers will thus
be needed so as to bring reluctant countries on board. As we just discussed,
under the carbon pricing approach, the proposed transfer mechanism is to
use a fraction of the collected revenue to help developing countries adopt
low-carbon technologies and adapt to climate change. This is illustrated by
the green fund, which was created at the COP-15 of Copenhagen in 2009.
Under a cap-and-trade protocol, transfers operate through the distribution
of free permits.
Either way, the design of compensation poses a complex problem: each
country will want to pay the smallest possible contribution to the green
fund or receive the maximum number of permits.15 This negotiation is
complex and of course a major impediment to reaching an agreement on
a carbon tax or a cap-and-trade. However, it must be realized that most
international negotiations involve give-and-take, and there have been successful negotiations in the past. A case in point is the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendment in 1990. This arrangement was not imposed by a centralized
authority but rather was the outcome of a protracted negotiation, in which
the Mid-west states, high emitters of SO2 and NOx, delayed jumping on
board until they received sufficient compensation (in the form of free permits in that case).16
Simplifying the Compensation n-Dimensional Negotiation (Green Fund or
Allocation of Permits)
Transparency considerations A green fund may be too transparent to be
politically acceptable. The transparency argument requires further thought,
but experience here suggests a serious concern. The Green Climate Fund
established at COP-16 aims at a flow transfer of $100 billion per year by
2020, and four years later had received promises of less than $10 billion in
stock.17 As is known from other realms (such as humanitarian relief after a
natural disaster or health programs in developing countries), parliaments
are known to be reluctant to appropriate vast amounts of money to causes
that benefit foreigners. Even successful programs such as the Vaccine Alliance GAVI—which involves a much smaller amount of money—took off
only when the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation brought a substantial financial commitment. Politicians often pledge money at international meetings, only to downsize or renege on their pledge. Substantial free-riding is
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expected to continue, jeopardizing the build-up of the green fund. In Article 9 of the Paris Agreement, the developed world promised nothing more
than to “continue to take the lead in mobilizing climate finance,” and this
mobilization will “represent a progression beyond previous efforts,” whatever that means. Strikingly, the promise is a collective one, which therefore
commits no one.
We believe that the transparency issue is one of the reasons that many
pollution-control programs around the world adopted cap-and-trade and
handled the compensation issue through the politically less involved distribution of tradable permits (often in a grandfathered way). The large
transfers to the Midwest implied by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendment
never really made the headlines. To be certain, the transfers made under
national cap-and-trade programs are different in their economic and
political nature from international payments for international permits;
however, in the EU ETS, billions of euros could have been potentially
transferred to Eastern European and former Soviet Union countries (“Hot
Air”) through the allocation of permits in order to convince them to sign
the Kyoto Protocol.18
The strength of the opaqueness argument in favor of the allocation of
permits remains to be tested, and no one has the answer as to whether it
would work for climate change. On the one hand, transfers associated with
an allocation of free permits are not that hard to compute, and one would
imagine that politicians (privately or publicly) opposed to an ambitious
climate change agreement would quickly publicize the numbers (if unfavorable to the country) so as to turn their domestic public opinion against
the agreement. In fact, the public uproar over the sale of Hot-Air AAUs was
such that the UN was forced to restrict their sale. On the other hand, some
of the cap-and-trade transfers failed to make the headlines in the past. The
jury is still out on this question.
Finally, it should be noted that countries routinely transfer a sizeable
fraction of their GDP to foreign investors in reimbursement of their sovereign debt. It would be useful to have estimates of likely shortfalls/surpluses
of permits (which of course depend on the initial distribution) so as to have
a better assessment of the sums involved.
Reducing the dimensionality of the compensation negotiation Rich and
poor countries have always had opposite views on the compensation
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issue. Developing countries correctly emphasize ethics and their desire to
develop, whereas in the past rich countries were allowed to develop without being hindered by environmental concerns; they demand equal rights
per capita or a variant of it. Rich countries invoke Realpolitik and explain
that they will not get on board unless permits are grandfathered (as they
were in many other instances), or they will contribute only modestly to
the green fund. The developing countries’ being morally right does not
mean they should overstress the equity concern for their own sake; inducing the rich countries to refuse to get on board will make poor countries much worse off. The politics of negotiations are not always aligned
with the ethical view, unfortunately; in the driver’s seat lay the countries
with a high-projected GDP (they will be the high polluters), those with a
high abatement cost, and finally those that will suffer the least—or even
slightly gain from—global warming. These countries have low incentives
to get on board. The Paris Agreement is particularly weak on this by stating, “developing country Parties should continue enhancing their mitigation efforts, and are encouraged to move over time towards economy-wide
emission reduction […] in the light of differential national circumstances”
(article 4).
The green fund allocation or the formula for the allocation of free permits in the cap-and-trade approach must be acceptable by all.19 The expectations must also be convergent, and unrealistic demands are to be avoided.
Rich countries must be much less selfish and accept to bear a large share
of the burden (in reality and not through cheap pledges as they sometimes
do). Conversely, a common per-capita emission is a complete nonstarter
for the developed world. This would involve massive wealth transfers to
the less-developed world. As Cramton et al. (2013, chapter 12 in this volume) stress furthermore, the basis for the determination of such transfers is
unclear; developed countries will argue that although they are responsible
for anthropogenic global warming so far, they also have developed numerous technologies (medical, agricultural, communications, etc.) that are benefiting the less-developed countries. Such an acrimonious debate is unlikely
to foster a decent solution to climate change. Moreover, the inconsistent
expectations that we observe today are, needless to say, dangerous. As in
the case of an impending war, we hope that the various sides will become
more reasonable and come to terms with the huge collective gains from
reaching an ambitious agreement.
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Freestyle negotiations among n countries are exceedingly complex. They
are likely to lead to a deadlock, whether the countries negotiate about who
will be a contributor or a recipient (and by how much) of the green fund or
the allocation of free permits among countries under cap-and-trade. There
is a complex trade-off between a simple rule, which prevents individual
countries from demanding a special treatment, and a more complex rule,
which better accounts for individual willingness to get on board but also
make the negotiation captive of specific demands.
To illustrate this, consider the following (simple) rule, which reflects
the trade-off described earlier between ethics and Realpolitik in the case of
a common carbon price approach. The transfer scheme in this approach
is based on a green fund. Cramton, Ockenfels, and Stoft (chapter 12, this
volume), Weitzman (chapter 8, this volume), and De Perthuis and Jouvet
(2015) propose to finance the green fund on the basis of a one-dimensional
bonus-malus system where countries whose per-capita emissions lie above
a predetermined threshold would transfer funds to countries whose emission is below the threshold. More specifically, let pi and P denote country
i’s and the world’s populations, and let xi and X = ∑ in=1 xi denote the current
emissions of country i and the world. The contribution Ci to the green fund
by country i would then be determined as follows:
X
Ci = g  xi − pi  ,

P

(1)

where g is a generosity parameter (i.e., how many dollars are transferred per
ton of excess emission). Note that the sum of these contributions is equal
to 0, as it should.
In a cap-and-trade approach, the transfer is implicit in the allocation of
free permits. For conciseness, we state it in terms of intertemporal (total)
pollutions. Let qi denote country i’s number of free permits and Q = ∑ in=1 qi
denote the total number of permits (as discussed earlier, Q would be computed so as to contain the temperature increase to 2°C). With grandfathering coefficient ĝ in [0, 1], the free permits would be allocated according to
formula:
qi
x
p
= gˆ i + (1 − gˆ ) i .
Q
X
P
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Box 10.5
Per-Capita Emissions

Table 10.1
National Emissions per Capita in 2011.
Country

tCO2/cap

Uganda

0.11

Republic of the Congo

0.53

India

1.70

Brazil

2.23

World

4.98

France

5.19

China

6.71

Germany

8.92

Japan

9.29

Russian Federation

12.65

United States

17.02

Qatar

43.89

Source: World Bank.

One of the most challenging aspects of the international negotiation on climate change is the extremely heterogeneous per capita emissions of CO2,
from around 0.1 tCO2 in the poorest countries to 17 tCO2 in the United States
(table 10.1). The principle of common but differentiated responsibility has
many possible interpretations in this unequal world, which has had disruptive
effects on the negotiation process since 1992. Because emissions per capita
and GDP per capita are strongly positively correlated, the international negotiation on climate change cannot be disconnected from the problems of economic development and worldwide inequalities.
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So, the ethical approach prevails if ĝ is close to 0, and the Realpolitik
concerns are reflected by a large ĝ value.
There are many potential criticisms to and improvements on such formulae. For instance, the formulae need not hold in each year but only
overall. Under cap-and-trade, developing countries’ endowment might be
backloaded so as to avoid a situation in which initially they are in expectation big net suppliers of permits in the market for allowances.
But the point we want to make here is that such rules may be a bit
too simple. Realpolitik suggests accounting at least somewhat for the exposure to climate change, even if this may be rather unfair. Countries such as
Canada and Russia may not get on board under formula (1) or (2), whereas
other high-income, high-pollution countries would, provided that the generosity coefficient g is not too high or the grandfathering coefficient ĝ not
too low.
Price versus Quantity
Given that the pledge and review approach was still favored by policymakers at the COP 21, it may be premature to enter the intricacies of
“prices versus quantities” (to use Weitzman’s 1974 terminology) or “carbon price versus cap-and-trade” (by cap-and-trade we mean the setting of
a global volume of emissions, not of individual countries’ targets, which
would be highly inefficient). We feel that either approach clearly dominates the current alternative. Besides, the question is far from being settled
among economists. However, because post-COP 21 negotiations need to
be engaged quickly, it is important to discuss these second-stage issues
right away.
The choice of instruments has two dimensions: the purely economic
question of which system best accommodates scientific and demand
uncertainty, a complex question that was treated at a theoretical level in
Weitzman’s article but on which limited empirical evidence is available20;
and a political economy dimension, on which we now focus.21
On the political economy front, of which we developed one dimension
(the transparency of transfers) earlier, we would like to make two points.
First, like for any other public policy, international commitments must be
feasible; that is, its implementation must not be prevented by the lack of
information.
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Second, and perhaps more controversially,22 one may want to leave
scope for national policies, although we know that these policies may then
deviate from least-cost abatement. Imagine, for instance, that some countries with limited tax-collection-and-redistribution capabilities would want
to opt for a low carbon price on cement to make housing affordable to the
poorest; then they would want to deviate from the single-price rule; to be
certain, governments may be weak and grant excessively low carbon prices
to some lobbies, but this is by and large a matter of domestic politics (unless
the practice is so widespread that it becomes unlikely that the country will
abide by its overall commitment, whatever the agreement is). The rationale
for subsidiarity is twofold. First, it gives leeway for governments to convince their domestic opinion (or themselves). Second, other countries care
only about how much CO2 is emitted by the country, not how the number
came about.
The Enforceability Problem
Enforcement under a carbon-price commitment Price implementation.
Carbon-pricing proposals allow a large array of regulatory mechanisms that
get carbon-pricing credit. To fulfill their price commitment, countries could
levy a carbon tax or set a cap-and-trade system and value carbon permits at
their market price. Some countries’ carbon price will also reflect their green
standards (with an implicit carbon value) or count their public investments
that have an impact on emissions. Under the principle of subsidiarity, we
believe that all these actions should indeed be accounted for to determine
the national carbon price, which is the ratio of the carbon revenue over
the carbon emission.23 The net effect is to generate efforts to curb national
emissions.
Because most of the climate benefits of this policy accrue abroad, countries currently have no incentive to impose strict carbon usage constraints
on their citizens, firms, and administrations; and by and large, except for
Sweden, they do not. This will also be the case under any international
agreement. Thus, even if enforcement were costless, authorities would
still turn a blind eye on certain polluters or underestimate their pollution,
thereby economizing on the cost of green policies. This form of moral
hazard is particularly hard to avoid in countries that are on the spending side of the compensation scheme (say the green fund), but it also
applies to countries on the receiving side, which could be threatened by a
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withholding of transfers in case of noncompliance. To envision the difficulties faced by the monitoring of compliance, one can refer to the current
debate on poor tax collection in Greece.24 To sum up, the imposition of
a common carbon price faces the standard free-rider problem, with local
costs and global benefits. Its management requires a strong international
monitoring system.
Undoing. Second, another form of moral hazard consists of undoing the carbon tax through compensating transfers; presumably the countries would
do this in an opaque way so as not to attract the attention of the international community.
Monitoring local externalities associated with fossil fuels. Burning fossil fuels
generates various local externalities, such as the emission of nanoparticles
(cardiovascular diseases, asthma, etc.), and, in the case of gasoline, road
congestion and the deterioration of road infrastructure. This justifies specific Pigovian taxes whose level depends on the density of population, the
value of life, the burning technology, or the average atmospheric conditions, for example. Countries also take advantage of the relative inelasticity of demand to raise revenue. Proponents of the carbon-price approach
propose a “zero baseline” in defining the carbon price. That is, they define
the carbon price to include all taxes and subsidies on each fossil fuel on
each market, implicitly ignoring all other externalities or more generally
other motivations for taxing fossil fuels. One problem with this pragmatic
strategy is that these other Pigovian prices differ much around the world.
Take again gasoline taxation: the distribution of the price of the liter
of gasoline at the pump around the world has huge variance: 2 cents
in Venezuela, 97 cents in the United States, and 209 cents in Belgium.25
Under the previously mentioned definition, imposing the same “carbon
price” at the world level forces all countries to price local externalities and
embody revenue concerns equally, a contradiction with the basic idea of
subsidiarity. Monitoring this by the international community is a serious
challenge.
Nonprice policies. Third, the carbon-price approach requires finding conversion rates for various policies that impact climate change but are not subject to an explicit price, such as road and housing construction standards,
no-till farming, or afforestation and reforestation. These conversion rates
may need to be country-specific: a construction standard will impact GHG
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emissions differently depending on the country’s climate; similarly, afforestation may increase rather than decrease emissions in high-latitude areas,
in which trees may cover (high-albedo) snow.
Enforcement under a cap-and-trade mechanism Enforcing an international quantity mechanism is relatively straightforward when countries,
rather than economic agents, are liable for their national emissions. The
anthropogenic emissions of CO2 by a nation can be derived from a simple
carbon accounting by adding extraction and imports and by subtracting
exports and the variation of stocks. Carbon sinks from forests and the agricultural sector can already be observable by satellite. Experimental projects
from the National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) and the European
Space Agency (ESA) to measure the global emission of CO2 at the country
level are promising in the long run.26 We believe that monitoring the country’s CO2 emissions is easier than monitoring emissions at the point source.
Like for existing cap-and-trade mechanisms, agents (here countries) with a
shortage of permits at the end of the year would have to buy extra permits,
whereas those with a surplus would sell or bank them.
There is one concern about permit trading among nations: some countries (one has in mind China and the United States here) may well enjoy
market power due to their share of world emissions. This is a potentially
serious issue, which requires oversight and offers some similarity to the
control of market power in production or financial rights over transmission
on a power grid.27 In particular, one would want countries to be as close as
possible to zero net supply so as to reduce their incentive to affect the world
price for permits by restraining the demand or supply.
Price Volatility Under a Carbon Price and Under Cap-and-Trade
Attention should be paid to the question of how to accommodate uncertainty. A cap-and-trade approach would compute and issue a worldwide
number of permits consistent with the 2°C target. However, there is scientific uncertainty about the link from emissions to global warming. There is
also uncertainty about the abatement technology, consumer demand, and
so forth. So the number of permits will probably have to be adjusted over
time. The market price of permits will be volatile (although presumably less
so than under the flawed and unstable attempts at pricing CO2 so far).28
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The same concern holds for a carbon price. Due to the same sources of
uncertainty, there is no guarantee that the price will initially be set at the
“right level,” consistent with the overall global warming target. Thus, the
tax will need to be adjusted over time as well.
More generally still, any proposal must confront the volatility question
because price volatility is likely to be unpopular. One possibility, which
a priori does not require public intervention, is to transfer risk through
hedging instruments to those who can bear that risk more easily. Another
complementary approach is to intervene in markets to stabilize prices.
For example, in 2014, the European Commission proposed a “Market Stability Reserve,” in which the auction volumes will be adjusted in phase
4 of the EU ETS starting in 2021, so as to create a soft target corridor
for banking of EU Allowance units (EUAs). The mechanism will reduce
the amount of EUAs that are auctioned if an upper threshold of EUAs in
circulation is exceeded and releases them if the EUAs in circulation fall
short of a lower threshold. This scheme is meant to be automatic, but its
efficiency can be questioned.29 In particular, one can wonder how it can
be made responsive to news in a way that guarantees that the 2°C target is
reached. This brings us to the question of the trade-off between flexibility
and commitment.
The Potential Time Inconsistency of Carbon-Price and Cap-and-Trade
Policies
Whether one opts for a carbon price or for cap-and-trade, one should be
concerned by the possibility that, conditional on the accruing news about
the climate change process, technology, or demand, the ex-post adjustment
be too lax (too low a carbon price, too high a number of tradable permits).
To understand why, note that the carbon-price or tradable rights path is
designed so as to incentivize long-term investments: in carbon-light housing, transportation infrastructures or power plants, and in green R&D. Expost price incentives have served their purpose and now impose undue
sacrifices; put differently, optimal environmental policies are not timeconsistent. Furthermore, the possibility of administration turnover or news
about other aspects (say, public deficit or indebtedness, economic opportunities) may transform climate policy into an adjustment variable, adding to
the overall time inconsistency.
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This time inconsistency is studied in Laffont and Tirole (1996a, 1996b),
who look at the optimal mechanism designed by a centralized authority
(the world’s nations here) when news will accrue that may vindicate a
change of course of action. The optimal mechanism must trade off commitment and adaptation. It can, for example, be implemented through a generalized cap-and-trade mechanism. This mechanism consists of providing
authorities with flexibility, provided that the latter commit to compensate
permit owners (in cash or Treasury securities). More precisely, authorities
must issue a menu of permits with different redeeming values that limit the
authority’s ability to expropriate their owners by flooding the market with
pollution permits. For example, if news led the authority to lower the price
of permits (or the carbon tax) from $50 to $40, some $50 and $45 strike
price put options on the Treasuries (with agreed-on country keys) would
become in the money; at $35, some other options (with a $40 strike price)
would also be in the money, and so forth. This approach creates flexibility but constrains it by forcing the authority to partly compensate permit
owners. It obviously requires a governance mechanism, whose existence is
inescapable in any international agreement.
Cap-and-trade mechanisms can obviously accommodate various automatic mechanisms that react to news accrual. We have not studied when
the Market Stability Reserve mentioned earlier or a variant thereof can
approximate the optimal adjustment mechanism described in Laffont–
Tirole,30 and we think that economists have not paid enough attention to
this aspect, whether they favor carbon pricing or cap-and-trade.
Enforcing a Stable International Agreement: The Carrot-and-Stick
Approach to Promote International Cooperation
An efficient international agreement should create a grand coalition in
which all countries and regions will be induced to set the same carbon
price in their jurisdiction. Under the principle of subsidiarity, each country
or region would be free to determine its own carbon policy, for instance,
through a tax, a cap-and-trade, or a hybrid. The free-rider problem raises
the question of the stability of this grand coalition.31 An analogy is sovereign borrowing. Sanctions for defaulting are limited (fortunately, gunboat
diplomacy has waned), which raises concerns about countries’ commitment to repay creditors. The same applies to climate change. Even if a good
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agreement is reached, it must still be enforced with limited means. The La
La Land of international climate negotiations most often ignores this central question.
Naming and shaming is an approach and should be used; but as we
have seen with the Kyoto “commitments,” it has limited effects. Countries
always find a multitude of excuses (choice of other actions such as R&D,
recession, insufficient effort by others, commitment made by a previous
government, etc.) to not abide by their pledge.
There is no bullet-proof solution to the enforcement problem, but
we think that at a minimum two instruments should be employed. First,
countries care about gains from trade; the World Trade Organization (WTO)
should view noncompliance with an international agreement as a form of
dumping, leading to sanctions. Needless to say, the nature of these sanctions should not be decided by individual countries because the latter would
then gladly take this opportunity to implement protectionist policies.
In the same spirit, one could penalize nonparticipants through punitive
border taxes. This policy would incentivize reluctant countries to jump on
board and be conducive to the formation of a stable world climate coalition.
Nordhaus (2015) examines the formation of stable climate coalitions when
coalitions are able to impose internally a uniform carbon price together
with uniform trade sanctions against nonparticipants. For a carbon price
around $25 per ton of CO2, a worldwide climate coalition is stable if a uniform tax of 2% is imposed by the coalition for any good or service imported
from a nonparticipating country.
Second, noncompliance with a climate agreement should be treated
as committing future administrations and treated as sovereign debt. This
policy would involve the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as well. For
example, in the case of a cap-and-trade approach, a shortfall of permits at
the end of the year would add to the public debt; the conversion rate would
be the current market price.
Of course, we are aware of the potential collateral damages associated
with such linkages with other successful international institutions. But the
real question is that of the alternative. Proponents of nonbinding agreements hope that the countries’ good will suffice to control GHG emissions.
If they are correct, then the incentives provided through institutional
linkages will also suffice a fortiori, without any collateral damage on these
institutions.
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Putting the Negotiation Back on Track
Despite the mounting evidence about global warming, the international
mobilization has been most disappointing. The Kyoto Protocol failed to
build an international coalition supporting a carbon price in line with its
social cost, and it illustrates the intrinsic instability of any international
agreement that does not seriously address the free-rider problem.32 An
international agreement must satisfy three properties: economic efficiency,
incentive compatibility, and fairness. Efficiency can be attained only if
all countries face the same carbon price. Incentive compatibility can be
attained by penalizing free-riders. Fairness, a concept whose definition differs across stakeholders in the absence of a veil of ignorance, can potentially
be reached through lump-sum transfers.
The noncommittal Paris agreement was hailed as a diplomatic success.
However, it was reached because it opted for the least common denominator, accommodating demands even of some oil-rich countries that are
opposed to any carbon pricing. We feel further that the pledge-and-review
strategy is doomed to fail. It does not address the fundamental free-rider
problem of climate change. The pledge-and-review process is another illustration of the waiting game played by key countries, which are postponing their real commitment to reduce emissions. Countries made sure that
their pledge is hard to compare with other pledges and is nonverifiable
and nonenforceable. The predicted outcome of this waiting game in terms
of emissions of GHGs is potentially worse than the business-as-usual,
zero-ambition outcome. We should tackle the climate challenge more
seriously.
The Paris agreement did not deliver anything close to a credible, fair, and
efficient solution. So what’s next? All contributors to this book consider
the efficiency objective of a universal carbon price the top priority for the
post-Paris negotiation process. We should get the fundamentals right and
face the thorny issue of equity. The latter issue is daunting, but any negotiation will have to confront it, and discussing many other topics simultaneously does not facilitate the task. Because national interests are paramount,
sooner or later the international community will be confronted with the
failure of the voluntary approach used in the Paris negotiations. An alternative roadmap can be described as follows:
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Agree on a single-carbon-price principle and the need to in the measure-

ment infrastructure so to allow for an independent monitoring of countries’ overall pollution.
•

Agree on a governance and enforcement mechanism (we have proposed

that nonparticipating countries be imposed penalties through punitive
border taxes administered by the WTO and that participating countries
recognize a “climate debt” accounting for the uncovered emissions of the
nonabiding countries and administered by the IMF).
If the choice for a single-price policy is carbon pricing:
•

Find a price that is agreeable to the international community and limits

global warming to the 2°C objective.
•

Put in place the monitoring environment, as well as the general prin-

ciples for conversion of nonprice policies into the price realm, and define
criteria that limit undoing.
If the choice for a single-price policy is cap-and-trade (the option we
favor because we believe it is easier to monitor):
•

Fix a trajectory of emissions that scientists deem consistent with the 2°C

objective, and agree on the principle of this worldwide cap trajectory.
•

Agree that permits will be allocated to participating countries in line with

the aggregate cap.
•

Agree on a trading mechanism in which countries will have to match

pollution and permits at the end of the year to avoid creating unfulfilled
climatic debt.
Under the current circumstances, the implementation of any of these
two approaches would constitute a formidable achievement. If none of
these solutions works, then let us hope that green innovations will emerge
that will make renewable energy cheaper to produce than current fossil
energy sources. Otherwise the immensely risky adaptation strategy will be
the only alternative remaining solution for future generations.
Notes
1. We are grateful to François-Marie Bréon, Dominique Bureau, Bruno Bensasson,
Frédéric Chevalier, Peter Cramton, Axel Ockenfels, Christian de Perthuis, Steven
Stoft, and Martin Weitzman for helpful comments. This chapter is an extended version of another article, “Negotiating Effective Institutions Against Climate Change,”
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which appeared in Economics of Energy & Environmental Policy, Vol. 4, No. 2,
pages 5–27, 2015, http://dx.doi.org/10.5547/2160-5890.4.2.cgol. Reproduced by
permission of the International Association for Energy Economics (IAEE).
2. See, for example, Bosetti et al. (2013). According to Nordhaus (2015), the equilibrium average carbon price that would prevail in a simple global noncooperative
game is equal to a fraction h of the first-best price, where h is the Herfindahl index
of country sizes (the Herfindahl index h is the sum of the squares of each country’s
share in global output; for example, if there are 10 identical countries, h equals
10%). He concludes that the equilibrium average carbon price in the absence of a
coordination mechanism to solve the free-rider problem will be in the order of
one-tenth of the efficient level.
3. A liability system would not solve the problem. Because of the diffuse and intertemporal nature of the pollution, it is impossible to link current individual emissions to future individual damages. Therefore, a liability system cannot fix the
problem. Besides, even if such a link could be established, one would need an international agreement to prevent free-riding.
4. Let us emphasize that we are not necessarily opposed to standards. For example,
one could use an economic instrument to encourage insulation by embodying the
carbon price into the price of heating fuel and gas housing. However, insulation
standards may overcome an informational problem (consumers may be poorly
informed about the energy efficiency of their dwelling) and, for owners, do not
require a complex computation of intertemporal savings on a carbon price. Our
point is that standards are often enacted without a clear analysis of whether the
goals could have been achieved more efficiently and a computation of the implicit
carbon price involved in their design.
5. The best example is the hydrofluorocarbon-23 (HFC-23), which has a warming
effect 11,000 times greater than CO2, so that destroying one ton of HFC-23 earns
11,000 more CDM certificates than destroying one ton of CO2. From 2005 to June
2012, 46% of all certificates from the CDM were issued for the destruction of
HFC-23. Projects for destroying HFC-23 were so profitable it is believed that coolant
manufacturers may have built new factories to produce the coolant gas. As a consequence, the EU banned the use of HFC-23 certificates in the EU ETS from May 1,
2013.
6. Many other variants use an economic instrument. For example, countries could
agree on a universal carbon tax (as opposed to a carbon price), leaving no scope for
subsidiarity. To do so, a possible strategy would be to set up an international carbon
tax collection entity. This, however, is not discussed in existing proposals probably
because it could be perceived as too large an infringement on sovereignty or because
there are returns to scope in tax collection. Thus, the implementation of the carbon
tax would likely be left to individual countries, and the proceeds from the carbon
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tax would go to the country. We will here focus on the two commonly advocated
strategies.
7. This is naturally the same absolute level of a carbon price; adding a common
carbon price onto the one already in place in each country would not only be inefficient (carbon prices would differ across the world) but also unfair to a country such
as Sweden, which has been virtuous prior to the agreement and whose extra contribution relative to other countries would thereby be made perennial.
8. Since Weitzman’s (1974) seminal paper, a sizable literature has compared the relative merits of the tax-and-cap approaches, focusing on the economic aspects and
often leaving enforcement and political economy aspects aside (the two systems
have different implications along these dimensions, as we will discuss later). When
the various parameters of the climate change equation (climate science, abatement
technologies, demand) are known, a carbon tax and a cap-and-trade system are
equivalent because, for a given price target, it is always possible to determine the
supply of permits that will support this equilibrium price and conversely. Not so
under uncertainty.
9. Under some estimation, it would have cost Canada $14 billion to buy enough
carbon credits to make its target.
10. Since early 2014, this market is linked to a similar one established by the
Province of Québec. The current price of permits in California is $12/tCO2 at the
minimum legal price. This fragmented scheme illustrates the strange economics of
climate change in the United States, where the minimum carbon price in California
is larger than the maximum carbon price in RGGI.
11. Article 13 of the Paris Agreement is particularly problematic from this viewpoint, stating that the transparency framework should recognize “the special
circumstances of the least-developed countries […] and be implemented in a facilitative, non-intrusive, non-punitive manner.”
12. Notice that Article 6 of the Paris agreement allows for the use of transferable
Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) through voluntary “Internationally Transferred Mitigation Outcomes” (IMTOs). This is reminiscent of the
inefficient Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) contained in the Kyoto Protocol.
But some experts see in this Article 6 a hidden intention in favor of an international
market for INDCs. This could be feasible only if INDCs were legally binding. Market
solutions cannot work in the absence of transparent and legally enforceable property rights.
13. See Cramton and Stoft (2012), Cramton, Ockenfels, and Stoft (chapter 12, this
volume), Weitzman (2013, chapter 8, this volume), and the other chapters in this
book. Cramton et al. (2013, chapter 12, this volume) suggest defining a country’s
carbon price as its carbon revenue divided by its carbon emissions. Others recommend a uniform carbon tax. Still others advocate a global cap and trade system
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leading to a uniform carbon price. At this stage, there is no need to distinguish
among the various approaches.
14. Weitzman (chapter 8, this volume) derives an analytical solution for this majority voting scheme on the carbon price when the damage function and the marginal
abatement cost function are linear. In that case, the equilibrium price is efficient
if and only if the mean and median of the distribution of the country-specific marginal damages are the same.
15. In either case, there is also an issue regarding whether the governments will not
steal or make use of the transfers for their own well-being: they may cash in the
green fund receipts (or for that matter the carbon tax) or sell permits in the international market to the same effect. This difficulty is inherent to the respect of sovereignty and is not specific to climate policies.
16. See Ellerman et al. (2000) for an extensive analysis of these negotiations.
17. However, Cramton and Stoft (2012) claim that a far smaller amount would be
needed to support a carbon price of $30/ton and that donor countries would receive
much more for their money than with the current green fund.
18. This a priori gave Eastern European countries the choice between making
money by selling permits and not exerting any abatement effort; other countries
became reluctant to buy the permits, and the second option became the leading
one.
19. Cramton, Ockenfels, and Stoft (chapter 12, this volume) make a similar point
for the cap-and-trade initial negotiating approach attempted by Kyoto negotiators,
who tried to agree on a uniform reduction of x% relative to 1990 emissions; no such
x could be found.
20. Besides, the Weitzman framework does not allow for more complex but reasonable mechanisms, such as dynamic adjustment mechanisms to cope with uncertainty. For instance, the European Commission has recently proposed to create a
market stability reserve starting in 2021. The reserve would cope with the current
surplus of emission allowances and improve the system’s resilience to shocks by
adjusting the supply of allowances to be auctioned. It would operate according to
predefined rules that would leave no discretion to the Commission or member
states.
An economic debate also exists regarding whether price or quantity schemes best
insulate countries against uncertainty about climate risk or technology. In theory,
hedging instruments should provide an efficient allocation of risk worldwide, but
little is known about to the extent to which markets would actually deliver this.
21. We will not expand on another political economy dimension here. Another
issue with a carbon tax is the legal process. This obstacle is certainly not insurmountable but requires specific attention. First, taxes are usually set every year. What is
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needed for climate change control is a long-term commitment (think about the SO2
tradable permits in the United States, which are issued 30 years ahead). Second,
taxes are generally the prerogative of parliaments. For example, in Europe, setting
up the ETS cap-and-trade scheme required only a majority vote, whereas tax harmonization is subject to the unanimity rule, and therefore a carbon tax would have
been almost impossible to achieve. So an exception needs to be made to prevent
individual parliaments from undoing the international agreement.
22. Cramton et al. (2013; and chapter 12, this book) also argue in favor of subsidiarity, although on slightly different grounds.
23. We have not studied and therefore will not discuss the question of aggregation
of the various efforts along different dimensions. The choice of weights and their
relationship to technological progress has been discussed in the literature on price
indices (e.g., Diewert 1993); relevant here is also the embryonic literature on price
caps (here floor) (Armstrong and Vickers, 2000; Laffont and Tirole, 1999). The optimal response of a country, even in the absence of political economy/favoritism
considerations, will not satisfy the law of one price, both within the country (the
country-optimal tax depends on good-specific cost and local pollution characteristics) and across countries. However, we do not have an educated guess as to whether
these deviations from price coherence impose sizable costs; in comparison with the
distortions attached with current pledge-and-review approach, this is without doubt
a second-order issue.
24. All symposium authors agree that enforcement should work in two steps: (1)
monitor, and (2) impose trade sanctions if necessary. Of course, this is not straightforward. In the last few years, and despite the existence of a program and the presence of the Troika in the country, Greece made little progress in curbing tax evasion.
It is difficult for foreigners to impose a tax when the government is reluctant to
strengthen it. Although in both cases (sovereign debt and climate agreements), the
foreigners have a strong vested interest in domestic tax collection, one could argue
that the problem is even more complex in the climate context and that there is no
reason to believe that the international community would be much more successful
in obtaining compliance of the carbon tax agreement. Indeed, some complianceprone factors are not even present in the case of climate change: there is no troika in
each country threatening to cut the flow of lending; countries are not under a program (and therefore carefully monitored); they also derive some benefits from compliance (prospect of no longer being under a program, of not facing international
sanctions in case of default), whereas for most countries almost 100% of the benefits
of good behavior are enjoyed by foreigners.
25. http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EP.PMP.SGAS.CD/countries/1.
26. For example, the NASA Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2) is already orbiting the planet. The ESA CarbonSat project is also promising.
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27. See Green and Newbery (1992) and Joskow andTirole (2000).
28. Even in a well-designed, long-term-oriented system, such as the acid rain program in the United States, SO2 prices have been volatile. They were stable in the first
10 years but then exhibited substantial volatility from 2005 through 2009, for
instance.
29. The precise implementation of this mechanism has been criticized for being
asymmetric and failing to have the desired dampening effect (Trotignon et al.,
2015).
30. For instance, suppose that scientists demonstrate that the climate is deteriorating faster than had been thought. Then permits must be withdrawn. The Market
Stability Reserve mechanism reacts to an intertemporal use of permits (“is permit
use more frontloaded or backloaded than expected?”) rather than to the overall
target. So it is likely to miss some desirable adjustments.
31. In an asymmetric information framework, Martimort and Sand-Zantman (2016)
describe the optimal mechanism that prevents the free-riding problem with local
co-benefits when participation is voluntary.
32. Incidentally, we are not convinced that the Onusian framework is optimal
either, as bargaining among 195 nations is incredibly complex. A coalition of the
current and future high emitters (say the G20) might prove more effective, both to
negotiate and then put pressure on other countries, including through the WTO.
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